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Young Wild West tore the mask from the face of the' villain in a twinklin g.
"My husband
ed the Girl in Green, darting forward. As all hands turned to her in surprise !" screamthe robber bounded away like I\ shot.
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A Lively Time at Silver
BY AN OLD SCOU'l1.
CHAPTER I.

had spoken of her as she got in, wa certainly a strikinglooking personage.
THE HOLDUP.
Her face and figure were beautiful and a.ttractive, notwithstanding the color of her "·caring apparel, which was
Some years ago when that part of our land called Colo- quite sufficient to make the most careless of observers look
rado had not very long been a state, a stagecoach might at. her.
have been seen winding it way over the mountain trail
But there was nothing bold about her; she carried herthat led from Denver to the then mushroom mining town self modestly, though she did not appear to be afraid of
of Silver Plume.
making the journey in the stagecoach.
It waR a fine spring morning and lhe bracing air o:t'. the
And the four men who sat there inside treated her with
mountains lent a rudely co1or to the cheeks oI the few pas- the greatest respect.
~engers that the lumbering old vehicle contained.
When she asked a quc ·lion it wati answered as politely
The driver of the four horses whistlc·d and cracked his as they knew how.
whip as he drove along. just a:: though there were not a
Two of the men were miners living at the mining camp
care on hi~ mind-and it is hardly possible that there was of Silver Plume an<l. two were going to dig for gold, havsince Zeb Blake had been a very lucky m.an since he had I ing heard of the recent rich strike:> that had been made
started in as a stagecoach driver nearly a year previous. I there.
Though holdups by road agents were quite frequent in
One of these was a porlly-looking man, who was evithat part of the counlry, he had been one of the lucky ones, I dently possessed of some wealth, since he sported a heavy
alwaw takinrr his passenger~ and lhc mail through in 1 gold chain and a diamond flashed from the bosom of 'his
.
o
.
I
safetv.
flannel shut.
It waF a trifle over thirty-five 'miles to Silver PllUne from
Ile was rather a pleasant-spoken fellow, and to him the
Dem"r, and Zeb Blake hoped to reach his destination on girl in the green dress directed most of her quetitions.
time, which was scheduled a\:\ two o'cloe:k in the afternoon. . "What sort of a place iti Silver Plume?" she asked, as
Jn,.idc the vehicle were five passe.nger~, four me~ and .a J t.hc stagecoach rolled along o~~er tlie rough roa~, jostling
handsome young lady, who was aU1rec1 m a traveling smt them about and almost throwmg them from then· seats.
of green and yellow and a red hai.
"I don't exactly know, ~Ii~s," the man answered. "You
Outside on the top three male passengers sat, probably see, I have never been there."
for the pmpo$.C of ~elti.ng aU that was coming to them in
"Never been there!" echoed tho girl in green. "Why.
the way of the scenery and bracing air.
II took you to be one or the reside11tR of the town-probaThe girl in green, as one of the miners inside the coach Ibly the leading man there, I thought."

.
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The girl in green was the last to alight, and as she
"No," answered the man. "I am simply'going there to
try my luck at mining. I have been pretty successful in stepped down she appeared to be very much frightened.
"Ah!" exclaimed the masked villain, as he stood there
that line, and from what I hear of Silver Plume it is quite
likely that I will strike it rich there. There is nothing with a l~avy navy revolver in either hand. "So we have
like being confideht, you know. I have brought enough a female here, too, have we? And a.very beauti£ul one, I
money to buy a claim or two, in case I strike a bargain. I must say! Gad! When I have lifted all your purses and
other valuables I must have a kiss from the girl in green!"
am quite well up in the mining business, you see."
"Oh! Oh!" screamed the fair passenger of the overland
"Ah! I see."
stagecoach.
"Might I ask, Miss, what yoll are going to Silver Plume
"Don't move, gentleme111!'' caulioned the robber. "I am
for?" inquired t'he passengeir, after a pause.
"Me? Oh, I am simply searching for a relative, whom only one, to be sure, but I can very easily s'hoot the whole
I have reason to believe is out here in the parts. I am not Lot of you in ten seconds. I never yet missed a man when
I shot at him. I am Bold Barry, the Denver Deadshot!"
going to stay a great while at Silver Plume."
The seven male passengers and the driver looked at each
Then the conversation lagged a little and the girl in
gTeen took to looking outside at the fleeting landscape as other helplessly.
One man had succeeded in stopping thei stagecoach and
the lumbering vehicle rolled along.
he was going to rob them all!
now
soon
she
and
After awhile she became talkative again,
learned pretty much all about the man's business and how
His coolness was something wonderful.
much money he had with him.
There was not a man there but realized that if they
He at the same time was thinking that heI had met one of turned on the villain they would get the best of him, but
t'he most pleasant and entertaining ladies he had ever had they knew that one or more of them would be apt to die
the good fortune to meet.
before it was accomi-Iished.
He happened to be an old bachelor, and he began wonThat alone kept them from acting.
dering if the girl was single.
The girl in green appeared to be muc11 agitated and
"My name is Jacob Little, and I'm Dn old bachelor," he frightened, but she wa the first to draw out her purse and
ventured to say when the stagecoach was about ten miles hand it over to the masked robber.
from their destination.
"'I'hank you, my dear!" said he. "Since you have been
"Indeed!" was the reply. "1\Iy name is Cora Cotton." so kind as to hand me over your money, kindly collect
Though this pleased the wealthy miner, l~ was hardly what your fellow-passengers have about then!. Do as I
satisfied, since she had not stated whether she was married say!" emphasizing the words.
or single.
The girl hesitated, when the driver spoke up.
He was just nerving himself to ask her about it when
"You'd better do as he says, Miss. There's no tellin'
the sharp command to halt came to their ears and tbe but that he's got a gang of men lyin' right over there in
stagecoach pulled up quickly and stopped.
ther bushes. We've bee!D held up, an' we've got to make
"Oh, dear!" cried the girl. "I do hope that we have not ther best of it."
been stopped by robbers."
"Sensible man!" and t'he masked villain nodded as
"Hold up your hands, every one of you, or I'll shoot you though the whole thing was very enjoyable to him.
dead as you sit!" came the cry from a point right near
"Weill," faltered the fair passenger, "I tiuppose I will
them. "Don't mova there, driver! Don't move, or it will have to do as I have been told."
be your last 1'econd on earth!"
"No, you won't, Miss!",
in
other
each
at
looked
vehicle
the
inside
men
'l'he four
All hands started as though an electric shock had passed
a frightened way.
through them.
It was,quite plain that t~ey were as much frightened as
Turning, they bebeld a dashing-looking young fellow
the young lady seemed to be.
standing near the rear end of the stagecoach.
One of them made a move as though to draw a pistol.
·He was very handsome and had the figure of an Apollo.
"Don't! Oh, don't!" screamed the girl. "Don't fire at
An amused smile played about his lips, while the forethe robbers. If you do they will surely shoot us all!"
finger of his :right hand played with the trigger of a re''You have got that right, young lady," said a voice al- volver that was leveled straight at the breast of the masked
most at the coach door. ''Ther first one that offers to put road agent.
up a fight will die! Hands up, now! Step out on the
"Drop those shooters!"
ground, and be lively about it!"
There was such a commanding ring in the newcomer's
The door opened with a bang, and then the passengers voice that the robber was seen to give a start. '
"Drop-th1ose-shooters !"
saw standing before them a roughly-dressed man wlth a
The command was repeated more slowly, and then, much
mask on his face.
the relief and satisfaction of the driver and passengers
to
The pDssengers who had occupied the top of the stagecoach we•re down and stood with their hands up when those of the stagecoach, the robber let hii:! pistols fall to th
ground.
who were inside got out.
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"Oh! Oh! Who are you, sir?" cried the girl in green,
tive," spoke up .Ta cob Little , the miner , "but she did
hot
appar ently much agit?-ted.
say it was her husba nd."
''l am Youn g Wilg West, Miss," was the calm retort.
"Well , I ftel f:orry fm thcr gal if that feller is h&
hus"I happe ned to be riding along here with my two partncri;;, hand, " oh~eneu tlw
driver . "Git aboard , all hands , an'
and seeing that the stagec oach was at a halt, we
dis- we'll light out of here!"
moun ted and crept up to sec what the troubl e 'i"as.
I am
Yery glad we happe ned along in time i.o preve nt you
from
being compe lled to assist the scoun drel in his work.
"
This was said witho ut the boy once remov ing his
gaze
CHAP TER II.
from the man he had covered.
His hand was as steady as a rock, too, and there was
\
YOUNG WILD \\"EST AT SILVER PLUME .
not
11
the least doubt in the minds of nnyone there that he
would
have shvt the robbe r if he had not obeyed his comm
Youn g Wild West and his two partne rs, Cheyenne Charand.
"So you arc Young Wild West? " said the girl, lookin lie and" \Tim Dart, had been campe d
not far from the side of
g
at him rather stradi ly for ono ll'ho was us much fright
ened t'he trail when the stagecoach had passed.
aq she had appea red to be a mome nt before. "I have
They had been to Denve r on some business conce rning
heard
.
I
of you, sir."
the big cattle ranch our hero owned, and, hearin g
of the
"Xoth ing bad , I hJpe," was the cool retort.
great gold find at Silver Plume . they decided to take
I·
a ride
"No, I can ·t say that I have."
over and have a look at it.
"Than k you :for that much then. Now I guess we
All three were deeply intere sted in gold and silver
'had
hettcr make this fellow a priRoncr. But fost let us
minef:
, and every lime a chanc e afforded they would buy
see if
he can be recognized by an:v of us."
up some minin g prope rty and speculate on it.
Young Wild West tore the mask from the .faee o.f
Ii they had known they WC're within ten miles of Silver
the
villain in a twink ling.
Plume when they halted at noon they would not have
done r
''Jiy ln~sband!" scream ed the girl in green, dartin g
for- so, but would have waited for their dinne r in the town.
ward.
But then they would not have had the adven ture
with
As all hands turne d to her in surpri se the robbe the ma ked robber and t.he girl in green.
r
bound ed away like a shot.
And the passen gers of the stagecoach would have
been
cleane d out of their money and valuables.
The sudde n declar ation of the fair passen ger was
as
It is a. good thing we didn't know it was such a short
startli ng as the interforene:c of the clMhing boy 'had
been.
Tlw unma~ked roblJer reache d the cover of the bushe distan ce to Silver Plume or we would not have been here,''
s
!aid Jim Dart to the driver , as he starte d his horses
at the sitlc of th e road before anyth ing was done to
ahead .
detain
him.
·
"I'm might y glad you didn't know it, then," was
the
reply.
"Com e, boys!' ' cried Youn g Wilcl West. "We must
not
Jim Dart was a boy 01' twenty and about the same
let the fello"· eFt:ape. ''
size
"Xo- no!" cried the girl, and then she fainte d, falling and build as Youn g Wild \vest.
He chose to k0Cp his hair cut pretty short, thoug h
~traight into his arm8.
he
had all the other charac teristi cs of the typica l Weste
rner
•\.t this jm1du re two horsC'men appea red leadin g
.
a handThe three partne rs were attired in neat-f itting huntin
;:ome sorrel behin d them.
gsuits of bucks kin trimm ed with red fringe , and wore
silk
"Whe re i ther measl y coyote, Wild? " called out
the shirts.
elder of the two, wha was a tall, hand1'ome man of
thirty ,
Youn g Wild West, who was comm only known a
with fl.owing dark hair and a heavy musta che of the
the
same Prtnee of the Saddl
e and Charn1>ion Deads hot of the West,
,~hue.
rode his hands ome sorrel horse, Spitfire, and Cheye
nne
"He went in the hushe s over there, Charli e," was
the Charli e and Jim Dart each were moun ted on
as good
reply from the boy, as he lnn:.ioi.cdly carrie d the fainti
ng horses as money would buy.
girl to the stagecoach.
'I'he three rode along behin d the stagecoach, after
Afst
"All right! Come on, Jim!"
carefu lly marki ng the spot in their minds where
th~
The two horsem en dcU:ihed for the spot, but quickl
y maske d robber had disappeared.
found that they could not foll.ow l hr trail on horseb
ack.
"If it had not been for that girl the rascal ly robbe
"I reckon he's got the best oi us," said the one called
r
would
not have got away, " observed our hero, as they rode
('harli e.
along. "Whe n she jumpe d forwa rd and declared tha.t
he
''Well , let him go, then," was the reply from Youn
g was her husba nd I was surpri sed so that I stood lookin
g at
Wild West "I have seen hi . .face, and will know it
again her while the fellow darted away. Then,
before I could
when I see it. The lady says he is her husba nd, and
that's get starte d after him, she had to faint and fall
right in my
what beats me."
·
arms. She could n't have balked' me any hotter if she
had
"She told me she was comin g ont here to look for a
rela- tried! "
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"Can you gentlemen tell which is the best place for me
"Well, it was real tough on her to meet her husband in
such a way as that," said Jim Dart. "One of i.he passen- to stop at?"
"We are Reeking that information ourselves, Miss," an~
gers said she had come out here to look for a relative, and
man who ~ns the store can
it must have been jarring to her nerves to find him in that swered Wild. "Probably the
tell us. We will ask him."
shape."
"Then you must be strangers in SilveT Plume?" she
"Yes," spoke up· Cheyenne Charlie. "But that gal
showing signs of surprise.
said,
strikes me as being a peculiar sort of gal. She acted queer"Yes, t'his is the first time either of us have been here."
like to me, an' as she wears a green rig from head to foot"Well, I want to thank you :for what you did back on
which is a rather crazy notion, I should think-the re's no
putting great
teUin' w'hether she's just right or not in her upper story." the trail, Young Wild West," she observed,
I said or did
that
"Anything
manner.
her
in
earnestness
to
talk
"Well, we will probably have a chance to see and
up just
worked
much
very
waR
I
forget.
win
you
hope
I
won't
her," remarked Wild. "The chances are that she
one to
:familiar
a
seemed
robber
the
of
face
the
then, for
leave Silver Plume right away."
been
have
must
surely
I
that
decided
I have since
Our friends took it easy, and it was not until they came me. ~
mistaken."
in sight of the mining camp that they rode on ahead 0£
"I:f it is an unpleasant subject, please do not mention it
the stagecoach.
any further, Miss--"
There was an air that was distinctly hustling about the
"Cotton-C ora Cotton is my name."
place.
"Well, Miss Cotton, suppose we question the proprietor
Scattered about here .and there were men engaged at
the store and see if he can set us straight in regard to
of
work, with their shanties and tents near by.
hotel?"
thei
As Young Wild West and his two companions neared
"Certainly, Mr. West. You will do me a :favor if you
the :first shanty they found that the trail turned and ran
can find out :for me."
. traight through the little settlement in the form of a
A good-natured looking man o:f middle ag~ stood in the
street.
doorway looking at the four rather curiously.
"Business must be putty good here, I reckon," remarked
The girl dressed in the green suit seemed to attract him
Charlie. "Tl1ere's two whisky mills on one side o! Uicr
the most, though, and it was not until Wild addressed 'him
street an' one on ther ot'her."
that he condescended to make a remark.
"Well, I guess it would be a :funny mining camp that
"What's that?" he asked. "Which is ther best place fur
did not have a whisky mill," retorted Jim. "It seems that travelers to stop at? Well, I don't know as there's any
the majority of the men can't get along without the stuff." choice in ther matter. There's three hotels right under
"Well, a little of it is all right now an' then, I reckon." your nose, an' as they are all customers of mine, I don't
"Every one to his taste, I suppose."
know as I ought to throw business to one any more than
"Yes, that's right," said Wild. "If we all thought alike th er others."
it would be a queer world. That is an old saying, but it is
"That is very fair on your part, I must say," spoke up
a true one, nevertheless. I never drank a drop of liquor the girl, smiling. "Well, Young Wild West, I will leave·
in my life, and don't believe I ever will. But those who it to you to make a selection for mei."
want to drink it I suppose have a perfect right to do it."
"Very well, then,"' was the reply. "We will try the
As they rode up and halted a little in advance of the place across the Rtrect. It bears t'he name of 'The WelRtagecoach they saw that there appeared to. be little choice comc Inn.' so no doubt we will be welcome there."
in the three public places.
Our friends walked over, leading their horses, and the
Right close by was a long shanty that had a sign across girhfollowecl them.
the front indicating that it was the headquarters for gen'l'here were two cloors at the front of the roughly-built
eral merchandise, so Wild concluded that it would be a house, one. of them having ~ little sign over it reading
good idea to stop t'here1 and make inquiries as to where the "Hotel," and the other "Bar."
best place to put up at was.
The first nameu door wns opened before they got to it
As they went over and came to a halt in front of the and a buxom woman of forty, who was plainly the wife of
store lhey turned and took notice of the .fact that the driver the proprietor, greeted them.
of the stagecoach was neutral in regard to the three alleged
"Come right in!" she said. "I was watchin' you when
hotels, for he stopped his rig in the middle of the street ypu was talkin' across ther street, an' I thought you could
between them and bawled out:
<fo no better than to put up here. How putty you look in
"Silver Plume! All out!"
that green dress an' hat, Miss. I don't know when I seen
When the girl in green got out of the vehicle she looked a lady with such :fine clothes before. Come right in an'
undEJcided as to which way to go, but finally turned in the make yourself at home. Don't be bashful, fur that's somedirection of the store.
thin' that don't go here in Silver Plume."
and,
up,
came
"I reckon you~ve struck it an right, Miss Cotton," reOur friends had dismounted when she
marked Cheyenne Charlie. "Wild, I s'pose wr'd better go
halting in front of them, she asked:
0
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in ther bar an' find out somethin' about ther rates of ther the face. of the stranger, and Young Wild West could not
place an' sich like."
help noticing it.
"That's right," smiled the woman at the door. "I s'pose
He was a man of medium stature, attired in a fine corduyou're dry an' need a little wettin' in your throats. My roy ::;uit, and had all the appearance of being a miner who
husband is there an' he'll talk to you."
had struck it rich.
The scout led the way and Wild and Jim followed into
"Give me some liquor!" he called out to the landlord in
the bar of the Welcome Inn.
a tone that had a ring of command in it.
~
There was the usual motley crowd to be found in such
"Sartin I will, stranger," was the quick reply. "You
pl.aces.
want. ther best in ther 'house, I reckon.''
Though Silver Plume was a brand-new mining camp,
"Yes, ther best in ther house ain't too good, Dick
there were plenty men there who cared very little for work Quartz. Jest remember that, will you?'"
and liked the atmosphere of bar-rooms better than any"I sartinly will," and "the best in the house" was
thing else.
promptly put out.
Therf' were seven of them there just then, and, for the
When he had taken his drink the man who called himmost part, they were a bad-looking set.
self Dick Quartz walked over to Young Wild West, and,
The bar-room was not a very inviting place, either, for it touching him on the arm, said:
was without walls and the counter was formed of planks
"Are you ther young feller who stopped ther passengers
battened together and supported by barrels.
of ther stagecoach from bein' robbed?"
"How are yer, strangers?" spoke up the man behind the
"Yes," answered our hero, looking at the man coolly.
counter, looking pleasant and nodding familiarly.
"I happened along in time to be of a little service to
"Pretty welJ," answered Young Wild West. "How them."
about us getting accommodations here for a few days?"
"You must be somethin' wonderful with a shooter to
"I reckon you've ~tn'.tck ther right place, young feller. make such a feller as Bold Barry eave in."
Ther Welcome Inn iA ;jc1.>t wlrnl its name snys it is."
"Why, is this Bold Barry such a fierce fellow that he
"Have you n good place for our horses and a hostler to won't generally drop his shooters when he's told to?"
look after them?"
"From what I have heard of him, he is."
"Have I! Well, I Rhonlcl chew glaRs if I didn't! Why,
"Well, if l had known that when I tackled him I might
my stahle is every bit a good as my bar-room, my friends." have made him do something else besides dropping his
"Good! Ju st have our horses taken care o,f then, will shooters. I am real sorry that I didn't know he was such
you?"
a hard case. I took him to be just like the ordinary run
"Right you are! Hey, Bob! Jest 'tend to ther gents' of outlaws-reckle ss as can be until it comes to the point."
horses, will yer? 'Tend to 'cm in t'her right shape, too!"
"What point, youngster?"
'!'hen turning to our friends, he added:
"Well, the point of my revolvell', we will say.''
"Want dinnerr, gents?"
'' Jo. We will wait till supper-time before we eat anything. We had dinner in camp."
"1\ ll right. Say! w·e heard how you saved ther passenCHAPTER III.
gers of ther stagecoach from bein' robbed by Bold Barry,
ther Denver Dcadshoi.. Two of ther passengers are inside
DICK QUARTZ A.ND BOLD BARRY.
gittin' their dinners now. This is a hotel what serves
meals at all hours, you know, an' ther front door is never
Dick Quartz looked at Young Wild West as though he
locked."
did not know just how to take him.
"Well, we did happen along and give the passengers a
"Young feller, I'd like to ask you a question," he said,
lift/' Wild answered.
after a pause.
"I heard you was thcr one that done ther whole busi"Go ahead and ask it."
ness. They say that Bold Barry took water quicker than
"Is ther point of your revolver any worse than ther
lightning an' lei go his shooters when he found you had point of anyone else's?"
ther drop on him. But what about the gal in the green
"Well, I can't see how it ought to be," replied our hero,
rig? She said ther man was her husband, didn't she?"
who very plainly saw that the man had taken a dislike to
As the landlord asked this question a strangell' entered. him, though
just for what, he did not know. "Unless it
Ile, had heard the words, and he stood there staring at might be that
I never miss my mark when I pull a trigthem rather insolently.
ger."
"I believe the young lady did say something like that,"
"Well, Bold Barry didn't know that, did he?"
retorted our hero, as he took a look at the newcomer. But
"See here, my friend. It strikes me that you are talk. he was rather frightened and excited, you know, ancl prob- ing in a rather peculiar way. What is the: matter with you,
ably he might have made a mistake."
anyway? Don't you believe that I made the stagecoach
I
.'\n c-.;prcssion of relief that . was unmiRtnkablC' crORR('(l rohber drop his shooters?"
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animal across the street to the place that was called the
''Rock Bottom Hotel."
This was the last of the three hotels to be started in the
place, and it really had not beetl. open to the public more
than a week.
The instant Dick Quartz walked in, however, the fellow
fellow's eyes.
charge of the place put out his hand and exclaimed:
in
hero.
our
said
"You heard what I said quite plainly,"
hello, Dick, old boy! I'm mighty glad to see you!
"Why,
"You opened up a conversation with me, and you seem to
doubt that I did what was reported about me. Now I tell So you clid manage to git over to Silver Plume, hey?"
"Yes, Bill," was the reply. "I thought I would have io
/
you to mind your own business."
come over and hunt you up. How are you makin' out, any"An' if I don't mind my own business, what then?"
how?"
" I'll mind it for you!"
"Fine!"
"You will, hey?" and with remarkable quickness Dick
"Well, let's have a dTink. I went in ther place across
Quartz grabbed his revolver and jerked it from the holster.
But in spite of hjs quicknes9 he found himself gazing ther street first, 'cause I didn't know which gin mill you
into the muzzle of Young Wild West's shooter before he kept. While 1 was over theTe J got in a little row with a
young :l'eller they call Young Wild West. Do you know
could point the weapon above the floor!
,
hini?"
"Drop that!"
but I've beard a lot about him in
him,
know
"No, I don't
A deathly silence followed the command.
ther last few minutes. Ile come in with ther stagecoach
Thud!
The silence was broken by the revolver Rtriking the floor! a little while ago-leastwise he rode on horseback with it.
Ther outfit was held up about ten miles out of town by a
at the man's side.
But the deadly tube that was staring him right in the man who was all alone. The<r passengers would have been
cleaned out if it hadn't been fur this feller yon jest spoke
eye did not move the fraction of an inch.
"Now do you believe I made Bold Barry, your friend, of. A yo'lmg lady who was dressed in g:reoo was in ther
stagecoach, too, an' she's taken up quarters over at ther
drop his shooters?"
"I reckon I do," was the faint reply. "But Bold Barry Welcome Inn, along with this Young Wild West an' his
ain't my friernd, young man. I'd be only too anxious to two partners. · I thought ther boy must be a sort of hurridrop him if I got ther chance. You see, he held me up cane on wheels when I heard what he done. You had a
the day afore yisterday and took what I had about me, and quarrel with Mm, you say?"
"Well, it wasn't what you exactly might call a quarrel,"
I thought, since I couldn't handle him, a feller of your
Dick Quartz. "I doubted somethin' he said 11e'd
replied
man."
age couldn't. I'm mistaken, young
"Very well, then. Now, I will tell you again to please done, an' then he told me to mind my own business or he'd
1
mind your own business. Here's your revolver!" and, mind it fur me."
"Then what?" asked the saloonkeeper, showing great
stooping suddenly, ~ild picked up the fallen weapon and
interest.
handed it to him.
the
to
"Well, I reckon he minded it fur me."
over
The man took it without a word and walked
"He did?"
door and went out.
"Yes. I grabbed my shooter, but he was too quick fur
"I reckon you took some of ther starch out of that man,
young feller," observed the landlord. "You sartinly did me. I simply had to cave, that's all there is to it. I know
it won't be long, anyhow, afore it gits around town, so
surprise me."
The loungers now crowded around our friend, curious to that's why I'm tellin' it here afore everybody."
T11e inmates of the place were greatly interested in what
get a close look at the boy who could whip out a revolver
they had heard.
and level it so quickly.
They had seen the girl in green arrive in town and they
"You're real lightnin', you are," said ~e.
"Lightnin' ain't no name for it!" declared another. "I had also een and heard about Young Wild West.
The new arrivals had furnished the sole topic of con~houldn't want to git in a row ·with you, Young Wild
versation :for the past few minutes.
West."
But now when they heard a man admit that he had been
Wild treated them all, for he knew they were waiting
for him to do so, and then he led the 'Yay into the back taken down by lhe das'hing-looking boy they had seen enter
the hotel across the way, the men began to think that the
room, where there were chairs, benches and tables.
for
mining camp was going to be livened 11p a bit.
easy
things
take
to
prepared
and
They sat' down
awhile.
After he had stood treat for all in the place Dick Quartz
But let us follow Dick Quartz, who was one of the most walked into the adjoining room and the proprietor followed him, remarking to those in the bar as he did so:
Rnrprised men that ever existed.
"Jest call me if anyone comes in, boys."
His hone was 011tside, and, taking the bridle. he led the

"No, I don't!" was the blunt reply. "That's jest what
I've been gittin' at."
"Very well, thetn. Now please mind your own business,
will you?"
"What's that?' and there was a dangerous flash in the

l
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As soon as they were alone he leaned over to Dick I keeping a sharp lookout around
him, proceeded on for
Quartz and whispered:
about a hundred yards.
"Where's Barry?"
Then he came to a halt and listened.
"Back on ther trail about ten miles. He's in a cave---a
Hearing nothing that w-ould indicate the approach of
snug place, too."
either man or beast, he turned the head of his horse into a
"They say this Young Wild West tore off his mask, an' narrow little gully and forced
it to wade through a shallow
that all hands seen his face afore he got away."
brook for perhaps a couple of hundred feet.
"Yes, that's so. Ile won't dare to come over here until
Then he took to the bank on the left and rode into a
he gits a disguise. You've got me of them false beards rather wide hollow that was
sprinkled with clumps of trees
and wigs we used to use w~en we was in Leadville, ain't and bushes.
you?"
Once here he halted again, and, after listening at"Yes, I've got 'em all yet."
tentively, gave a low whistle.
"Well, I want some o~em. H Barry comes to town he · Much to the satisfaction of the
villain, it was answered
must come in such a shape as he won't be known. This almost immediate~y.
Young Wild West has just gone an' spoiled ther thing, an'
Without any hesitation, he rode forward a few step:; anc1
if he keeps on he'll git jest what he deserves, which is a dismountM.
bullet. Jest l~ him meddlQ-- once more with either .Barry
'I.Is that you, Dick?" came through the darkness from
or me, an' his sentence will be pronounced!"
the direction of a cliff.
"An' ther gal in ther green rig-how about her?"
"Yes, Barry, it's me. Are you all right?"
"Sh! Don't mention her. Jest let her be. She knows
"Yes, _but blamed lonesome. I'm glad you've got back.
exactly what she's doin', you kin bet your boots!"
How did you make out?"
"Why didn't she come here to put up, I wonder?"
"First rate."
"Leave her alone. She'll do what's right, see if she
Quartz had now led his horse straight up to the cliff,
don't."
and he could sec the man he was talking to, who was stand"Well, I'll git ther disguises fur yer. When's Barry ing at the mouth of the cave.
comin' over here?"
The follow was no other than the robber who had es"To-nigh t, if nothin' happens. We're goin' to make caped from Young Wild West that
day.
your place our headquar ters when we are here in•town, an'
"<Jome on inside," he said. "I ain't started a fire yet;
ther rest of ther time will be spent on ther trail an' in ther I was waiting for you to come
back first. You say" everycave we've found."
thing is all right?"
"Good! When will ther rest of ther gang be over?"
"Yes, I reckon it is."
"To-mor rer or next day. Then we'll be right in trim
"Did you see Cora?"
fur work. Barry would never have unclartaken Lo rob ther
"No."
stagecoach single-handed to-day if he 'hadn't known that
"How's that?"
Cora was sure to be aboard. She worked thcr thing all
"Oh, she put up at their same shanty as ther feller did
right, too, so he says, an' if it hadn't been fur her he'd what downed you i.~-day."
have been captured by this Young Wild West."
"Young Wild West, you mean?"
"Good fur th er gal, then."
"Yes."
It did not take BiJl, t'he proprietor, long to get the wigs
"WeU, that didn't make any difference to you, did it?"
and false beards ready for his friend, an(j. then, stowing que~tioncd Bold
Barry, as he walked to the other side of
them on his person, Dick Quartz meandered out into the the cave and lighted
a small heap of broken boughs and
bar again.
brush.
"I'd like to git a -chai:cc to speak to Cor~ afore I go
"Well, it wouldn't haYe made any difference if I hadn't
back to Barry," he whispered, as the sun was nearing the got into a sort of row with ther boy.''
western horizon and he was reaC::y to go, "but I don't s'pose
"You got into a row with him?"
it would do to take ther risk."
"Yes, an' I was goin' to drop him if--''
"No!" exclaimed Bill. "I wouldn't try it if I was you."
"If what?" asked the robber.
"Well, I'll ride back, then, an' you needn't be s'prised
"If he hadn't got ther drop on me so sudden that it
if Barry an' me come back sometime afore midnight ."
made my head swim."
"Good! I hope you do."
"Tell me all about it, Dick, while I'm gittin' ther supper
Quartz now went out, and, mounting his horse, rode off ready."
over the trail that led to Denver.
Quartz did so, adhering strictly to what had taken place
Ile kept along at a good gait, and in something like an in t'he bar of the Welcome Inn.
hour he had reached the spot where the holdup had oc"Dick, I wish you had let ther young fellow be," said
uned that day a little after noon.
Bold Barry, thoughtfu lly, when he had heard it all. "I
The man brought his horse down to a walk here and, have
heard all about this Young Wild West. They say
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that he never lets up on a fellow wnen he once strikes out 1 "Mr. Little, I will admit that l am a widow, and the Iace
to land him. Suppose he takes it in his head to hunt me of that horrible robber bore such a strong resemblance to
1
down, now? You hadn't ought to have spokan of me to that of my dead hm;band that in my excitement l cried out
him, for he's just shrewd enough to think you are a friend 1.he fir"t thing that came in my mind."
'•I am glad of that, Mi:;s Uotton-very glad of it."
of mine, after you tried to pick a muss wifh him. Ile said
"Glad of what, .M.r. Little?" and the girl looked archly
you were, you say."
"Yes, but I don't think he believed it, after 1 told him at him. ·
"Why, confound it <l.1.1! Thai. you are a widow!"
1.hat you had held me up. One thing I do know, an' that
"Oh! Oh!"'
is that he ain't got ther least suspicion t.hat Cora ain't all
'•See lll're, girl! l didn't mean t.o hurt your feelings by
right. He seems to sympathize \vith her."
"'Well, that is good. Let him stick to her long enough ~aying tha L"
"1-J know you didn't, n!r. Little."
and she will have all he has got and an order from him for
The other gue~t who had dined with the rich miner had
more. 'The girl in green is the shrewdest. girl {hat ever
the room. but the proprietor'~ wife was there to wait
left
Denver!"
in
foot
a
stepped
girl in green, and l'he looked. at the pair in amazcthe
on
to
something
have
Let's
"Oh, 1 know that. But come!
ment.
Here's
eat. Bill expects me back to Silver Plume to-rught.
To her this kind of talk was rather 'tneer
ther wigs an' false beards; take your pick."
Jacob Little happened to look at. her and he noticed
"Good enough, Dick! We'll go."
that he was being impre::;::;ell to a great degree, so he
quickly changed the ~ubject.
"It is very good food that they give you at this 'h otel,
Mis~ Cotton," he said. "Very good food, indeed."
CHAPTER' IV.
"Yes, I can i;ee that," was the reply, and then the girl
started in to eat.
JACOB LITTLE :MAKES GREAT HEADWAY IN HIS WOOING.
"1£ you have no object.ions I would like lo tall< with you
dinner,'' said the man, hesitatingly, as he arose from
after
the
at
up
put
had
who
J-a.cob Little was one of those
seat.
his
in
girl
the
when
Welcome Inn, and what was hi" surprise
"Certainly you may talk to me<,'' Hlic replied quickly. "I
green came into the dining-room just as he was about to
will be only too glad to (;Onver::;e with you. You ::;ee, I am
rise from the table!
The old bachelor had become smitten '~ith the beauti- a stranger here, and 1.he distressing circumstance on the
ful face of the girl, and he could not bear to think that way here has made me think that I need the counsel of a
she was the wife of {he villain whci had held up the stage- friend. I don't know of anyone I would feel like looking
to for a friend than I do you, dr. Little."
coach.
"Thank you, Miss Cotton. Plea e cxcu8e me, then. I
When he saw her come in he resolved to question he.r on
rome in to ee yon·- ay in an hour from now."
will
the
get
could
he
if
way,
fatherly
a
assuming
the subject by
right, sir. Please dou't forget'. "
"·1\ll
least chance.
y<lli!-. outs on that!"
I wou'I. forget. You can,
"Oh!
pleasaslied,
"How are you making out, :Jir. Little?" she
wife or the hotel
the
tha
earnestly
so
spoke
antly, as she took a scat at t'he table opposite him. "I am and the miner
glad to see 1.hat you have chosen the same place to stop at keeper laughed outright.
She had sifted matters throu h her head by this time
as myself. Though I never saw you until I met you in
the stagecoach, I feel as though I knew you much longer, and had come to tl:re conclusion at the man was in love
<ind I hope you will excuse my boldness in speaking to with the girl in green.
Little looked dagger at her •for laughing, and then,
you."
to the fair creature mo ·t graciously, he retired from
bowing
"Certainly_,'' was the reply, while the man's face became
'
and went out into the bar.
room
t.hc
suffused in blushes. "I-er-well, I am making out very
He purchased a cigar, and, lighting it, walked around
1rell, I thank you, Mrs. Colton. 'l'hi:; is as good a hotel as
until he saw Young Wild West and bis two partners seated
I
11 e could .have sfruck, 1 feel certain."
at a table in the rear room, passing the time in a game of
"'l'hal is what Young Wild West said."
"Young Wild Westr He is the young fellow who made dominoes.
The old man promptly walked in by them.
the robber drop his pistols and who pulled off his mask,
"I want to thank you for saving me from being robbed,
i:m't he?"
"Yes," and then the face of lhc girl in green pi.1t on a young fellow,'' he said, putting out his hand to Wild. "You
are the coolest and most daring young man I ever saw."
troubled loo~.
"You are IJ.Uite welcome,'' was the reply. "I assure you
"It was all very unfortunate, wasn't ii.?" blurted out the
love-struck miner. "l mean the-er-robber happening that it was nothing out of the orllinary. I simply happenecl along, you know, and it was quite natural that I
along. Miss Cotton, was he your-er-husband? "
"Certainly he was not!" was the emphatic re-joinder. 1:ihould interfere."
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"Oh, yes, it was na'tural enough, I suppose, but very few is no one's business but your own. But
take my advice and
would have ~one at it the way you did. I should like to go slow in the matter."
'
make you a present of some money, if you will accept it."
"I'll take no one's advice in the matter," snorted the
"Well, 1 won't accept it, sir. Your thanks are quite
miner, jumping to his feet and looking at his watch. "I
sufficient. I nm sorry that the robber got away, but if we
was a fool to tell you people anything about it."
stay around here a little while I guess we will come across
"'Well, we won't make capital o:f' it, I assure you, sir,"
him again. 'l'hen he won't get off so lucky."
answered '\ild. "It will not he mentioned again by either
"It is rather funny lhat Miss Cotton-th e girl in green,
of us, unless you, yourself, bring up the subject for disI mean,-sho uld think his face looked like that of her dead cussion."
husband, wasn't it?"
Jacob Little left them without another word and went
"Well, yes. Did she say that?"
out through the bar-room to the front of the building.
"Y cs, only a minute or two ago she told me that."
'"I'her poor fool!" snid Cheyenne Charlie, with a chuckle.
"Well, lots of people resemble one another, so there is
"Jest as if fhat putty gal would take any sort of a notion
nothing so really strange in it after all."
to him! She is simply makin' a fool of him, that's what I
"That's so," and Little drew up a stool and took a seat
think."
at the table.
"There is no doubt of that," retorted our hero. "But
Wild pushed the dominoes aside.
there
i. something the least bit peculiar about that girl.
H e felt willing to l.eur what the man had to, say.
I am inclined to believe that the man she called her hus"You said that the young lady had told you that she
band to-day really is her husband."
bad come to this part of t'he country in search of a rela"I wouldn't wonder," nodded Jim Dart.
tive, didn't you?" he asked.
"It might be," admitted Charlie. "She may ha.vo
"Yes, she did tell me that. riding over from Denver."
thought him to he dead."
",'he ha n't told you since who the relative was, has
"But, in that. case, who i~ the relative she told Little ~·he
she?"
P-hc
was scaching for?"
"No," and TJittlc lookerl ,jnst the least bit p11zzled.
"l give il up," said .Jim. "I don't suppose it is any of
"If it L n 'L her husband it must be a brother or iai.hci:,
our business, anyhow."
or perhaps an uncle."
"No, of course not. Bui. it is our business to capture
"T Fuppose so."
"And she snid the robber looked just like her dead hus- that highwaym an if we can. He got away from mi\
through the interferenc e of the girl in green, you know,
band?"
and therefore I won't be satisfied till I get hold of hiln
"Yes."
again.n
"It might be that her husband is not dead, after all,
"Well, we may nm across him afore we quit Silver
and that he really was her 'hrn:;band."
Plume," observed the scout. "What do you say if we
The miner shook his head.
"I hardly believe that," he said. "I think Miss Coi.ton take a walk around these diggin's an' see how things are
. '"' exactly what she was talking about when she said her pannin' out here-thcr old fool broke up our game?"
Wild an<l Jim were agreeable to this, so a couple of minhusband was d1 ..1d. I nsked her particularly about ii.."
utes later they got up and went out.
"You must be lntereAtl'd in h&," observed Wild.
"\\Tell, you see it is this way, if I may tell you. I am
'I'hcy took a quick look over the mining camp and got
an old bachelor just because I never had the good fortune back to the hotel in time for supper.
to meet a woman lhat I thought enough of to ask 'her to
At t'he table they found Jacob Little and the girl in
become Mrs. Little. The girl in green comes about as near green seated side by side.
to tl1e one I would like to marry as I could possibly wish
They were not sm·prised at this, but Young Wild West
for, and as she seems to take to me a little, I am going to was now certain that the young la<ly was not what she
try and win her. I tell you fellows this so you need not try purported to be.
to court her, any of you. I have plenly of money, and even
He put her down as a designing adventuress and resolved
if she don't exad.1y love me, that will probably 'help make to keep a watch on her as long
as she remained within
the matc'h ."
reach of him.
Cheyenne Charlie grinned when he heard this.
The girl was very chatty at the table and her lively talk
''II ow old are you, Mr. Little?" he asked.
was certainly pleasing to everyone.
·
w~fot much over fifty,!' was the reply.
Little appeared to be thoroughly happy while seated at
"Well, you're old enough to know better, t'hen."
her side.
"Confound it! What do you mean?' 1 cried the old man,
Wild was not slow to see that the girl was simply making
angrily.
a fool of him, as two or three times she tried to flirt with
''Don't mind him, Mr. Little," said Wild. "He is a b im across the table.
little too plain-spoken sometimes. If yon hav~ a notion of
Rut each time she was rebuffed, fo·r Young Wild West
·ourting the pretty widow in grec>n, go ahead and do it. It was nrt that sort of a young
fellow.
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CHAPTER V.
He had a sweetheart at home, and he never cast sheep's I
eyes at any other girls.
TFIE WINNING HAND IN THE GAME.
"There is only one thing she can be after, and that is
the man's money," he thought. "Ancl that being the case,
Bold Bar1'y and Dick Quartz ware not long in finishing
she is nothing but an artful schemer. Can it be that she
their supper after it was cooked.
is in league with B1old Barry, as they call him, and that she
'l'hen they made ready to ride over to Silver Plume at
simply acted the •fay she dicl to-day to l give the scoundrel
once.
a chance to escape? By jove! I wouldn't be 'the least bit
;By aid of the light from the fire in the cave Quartz rigged
surprised if that was a fact."
bis companion with one of the disguises he had brought
out
When tlw meal was over the girl in green stepped over
over and to look at him one would never take him to be
1
to our hero and said :
•
the man who had held up the stagecoach.
"I have a brother who was last heard of somewhere in
of clothes
suits
different
three
01·
two
had
v\llain
The
the central pa.r t of Colorado. I came out here to look for in the cave, and when he had donned a costume thqt made
him, and, having been associated with you long enough to him look like a prospector he was ready to go.
.
.
.
"
him, I
know that you would be a good one to help me find
all thmgs with me," he remarked,
I guess I will take
t f h' ,,
·
.
.
want you t.o d o me th e f avor of k eepmg a 1oo1rnu or 1m.
"We may as well make
bemg
were
horses
tbe
as
ld
•th
. y w1.11,,, was a11 th e rep1y that e uoy cou
"I cert am
. / . saddled.
1
Bottom Ilotel. We
R<X;k
the.
at
Bill
with
headquarter
our
h'
f
t·
·
· · t th I "G'ive me a d escnp 10n o
.
. .
.
im,
we11 ma k e JUS . · en.
ever suspect us of
would
one
no
that
so
it
work
ea,·1ly
can
h'
· ht
b th t
·t
·b
. ,
p l ease, an d 1 may e a we m1g run across im sooner ,ue1ng
1
outlaws."
or
er.·
J
ro
,,
t
·
.
.
·
or 1ater m our rave1s.
"Yes, I reclrnn we km, if Young Wild West don't get
.
.
"
1
Well, he 1s a tnfle talle•r than you are, but not as tall after us,,, answered Quartz.
.
.
•
.
.. r
"
as your friend there," pointing to Cheyenne Charlie. "He
Well, 1f 1 ·oung Wild '~' .ost gets after us Young Wild
·1s t wen t y- f our years of age, an d whe·n I saw hun' last wore
d }Vest must die, that's aU. When I am around Silver Plume
R"char··
H'is n am e1 i·s Ri'chard
.
i
,
a h eavy blond e mus t ac h e.
with a little money to
I will be known as a prospector
,,
.
Cotto n.
spend, and when I am away from th.ere I will be Bold
"Well, we will do our best to aid you in finding your Barry, the Denver Deadshot, and will exact toll from travbrother, Miss Cotton. If he does not turn up here we may elers whenever the notion strikes me to do it."'
meet him somewhere else, as we will not remain here but a
"Good enough! Wh~t name will you go under in Silver
Plume?"
few days."
"I don't know. Suppose I take the name of Seguine,
I
perform.
to
task
double
a
"Thank you. You now have
with tpat name
hear you are going to hunt down the robber who h~ld up that's a rather odd name? I knew a man
think so?"
you
don't
right,
all
be
will
It
Louis.
St.
in
the stagecoach to-day and gave me such a fright."
suppose."
I
so,
would
name
Any
yes!
"Oh,
"Yes, we aTe going to look him up, just as a sort of side
"Well, remember, now, my name is Seguine when we
issue, that's all. You see, he was my prisoner once, and I
into tber mining camp."
get
never like to have a prisoner who has escaped from me
"All right."
after I had him going about the country at large. Oh! I
A few minutes later they set out from the cave, going
we
before
Barry
guess we will manage to get hold of Bold
carefully gver the route Dick Quartz bad come by.
leave here, all right.'
The~ could have mac1e a much shorter cut to the mounA look of uneasiness crossed the girl's face at this, and
tain road if it bacl not been for the horses, and that was
Wild was not slow to notice it.
bow it was that Bold Barry h~d managed fo elude our
"You don't want him eFtptnrec1, I can readily see," he friends so easily when he took to the bushes that day.
thought.
As Quartz's 'horse was rather tired, they did not hurry
After a £ew minutes' furtheT conveirsation, during which on their way to 'Silver Plume, so it was after nine when
t'he subj ect of the lost brother was the topic, the girl in they got there.
green bade our friends good-night and retired to· the sitThey stopped at the Rock Bottom Hotel, and when the
ting-room of the landlord's wife.
proprietor saw them come in he was all smiles.
Our friends took a walk out to the stable and saw that
Dick Quartz intToducecl his companion as Mr. Sprague,
their hornes were getting the best of care, and after he had of DenveT, and then ordered the drinks to be served.
tossed the stableman a coin, Wiid suggested that they pay
It was just at this lime that Young Wild West and his
a visit to the other hotels and see what was going on.
two partn~rs came in.
They had spent a rather long time in the other place,
The :first one they went in was the place that adjoined
themselves
showed
they
when
having found some very good people there, and now they
the Rock Bottom Hotel, and
were
who
day,
that
wanted to see what sort oi place the Rock Bottom was
the two passengers of the stagecoach
them
before th~y went to their own quarters and turned in for
residents of Silver Plume, came forward and greeted
the night.
warmly.
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Dick Quartz did not notice them when they first came
"Easy enough. I came on horseback to the Rock Bolin, but as they walked up to the counte r and made a purlom Hotel across the street. Then I walked over here and
chase he caugh t sight of them.
gave the signal. "
"There 's Young Wild West now," he whispered to the
"You are laking an awful risk, Barry! An awful risk!"
disguised robber.
she said.
Bold Barry took bis time about turnin g around.
"Oh! I guess not. Feel of my face, my dear."
He was sharp enough to make it appear that he was not
The girl did so.
interes ted in them, and thus not be so apt to make them
"Oh! You have a fals~ beard on-an d a wig, too! Well,
regard him with uspicion.
that makes it bettc\·. Well, what do you kn.ow, my hus"I see them," 'he said a mome nt later. "Now, I guess it band?
"
would be a good idea .for me to go over to the place where
"I know that a young fellow called Young Wild West
Cora is stoppi ng and find out what she has up her sleeve."
has got to die, sweeth eart," was the reply.
"How are you going to roan.age it?" asked his compan"That is right," she answered. "Well, I am keeping a
ion..
sharp watch on him and his partne rs, and the moment i
"Ob! that will be easy enough. My wife and I un.tlerthink he 'bas learned too much I will let you know."
stan.d ourselves pretty well, and we have a signal lhat we
"Good! Have you got hold of anythi ng yet?"
call each other with instant ly. You stay here an' I'll go
"Oh,
yes. I have got a rich old fool in tow, and I gueSi'
ovrr an' see what's in ther wind."
lhere
will be no trotible in getting ten thousa nd dollars out
The villain drifted into the common way of speaking as
of him. He wants to marry me, Barry! "
he said the last sentence.
"The poor fool! I would like to strang le him for that."
Sometimes he talked quite gramm aticall y, while at olhers
"Don' t fear. I detest the man. I am only leading him
he put on the lingo of the mining towns.
Even Dick Quartz did not know why 11e clid. this, and it on for your sake. Why did I sacrifice home, relatives,
friends and everyt hing if I did not love1 you? I became
is hardly probable that the man did himself.
the
bride of an escaped convict because I pitied him when
It merely went to ~how that he had not been l:\ronght up
he
was
behind the bars and loved him when he got out. I
in the Wild West, and that he was trying to affect that he
would turn the world over for you, Barry, if it lay in my
had.
But he was a good enough villain, no matter where he power, and you know it."
had been reared, so the manne r in which he spoke mat"'l'hat 's right, sweetheart, I know it," and then the viltered little.
lain imprin ted a kiss on her lips. "You have stuck to me
Bold Barry walked away, after lightin g his pipe, and throug
h thick and thin, and soon as we get hold of enough
then went to the door and passed out.
money to live in comfort the rest of our days we will go
'fhe hostler was just taking their horses away to the to
California, and from there to Australia. You are only a
stable when he got out, and, after he had given him some
child yet, and I am under thirty, so we have got a long
money and spoken a couple of words with him, he cros ed
time before us to rnjoy life. Now, sweetheart, you go
8
the street and walked around lo the rear of the Welcomo
ahead and get hold of lhe old fool's money, but don't you
In Il.
let him make too much love to you, for I don't like it."
I
Once there he fountl a. clump of bushes, and, taking his
"I will do it. And I will keep a watch on Young Wild
place behind them, he gave the can or the whip-poor-will.
We t. He has declared that he is going to captur e you
It was common to hear the birds call at that time of the before
he leaves Silver Plume , and as he only expects lo
year, but therr was someth ing about the call that Bola
remain here a few days, he must have an idea of doing it
Barry gave that was different from the rool, though it
soon."
woulrl certainly have been called a fine imitati on.
"He will never live to captur e mr," was the reply. "You
Twice more he gave the signal, and then he remain ed do
your part and I will do mine. I will see yo11'to-morrow,
quiet behind the bush.
as I am going to remain at the Rock Bottom for a few
Five minute s later a cloaked form came out of t'he days
under the name of Seguine. Remember t'hatkit chen doorway of the1 hotel and stood still after
closing Seguin c."
the door.
"Very well, then. I will take a walk to-morrow mornBold Barry made a rustlin g noise in the bushes.
ing early and will m~t you near the blacks mith shop down
Then the cloaked figure hurrie d toward the bushes with- the
street. Then we will have a chance to talk."
out the least hesitation.
"All right. Good-night!"
It was t'he girl in green!
"Good -night !"
If the light could have shone on her just then it would
Then the two parted , t'he girl in green going back into
ave disclosed the fact that she wa8 enveloped in a long
the house and her villainous husban d makin g his way oul
at that was as green as the rest of her clothing.
to the street.
"Is that you, Cora?" asked Rold Barry, in a whisprr.
Ile crossed over and entered the place he had left, and
"Yee," was the reply. "How did you get here?"
was just in time to see a game of draw poker startin g.
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Much to his surprise , he saw that Young Wild West was
one of the players and Dick Quarlz another.
·Two miners had joined them and they seemed lo be wait'
ing for a fifth man. ·
"here comes a friend o.f
Quartz;
"Ah!" exclaimed Dick
play. How about il,
lo
like
mine. l)erhaps he would
Seguine ?"
"Well, I don't mind, if you arc going to make il more
for pastime lhan an yt'bing else."
"That is just what I am going to play for," 8poke up
Wild, who had accepted an invitatio n lo join the game for
the sole purpose of trying to learn somethi ng from Quarlz,
whom he now suspecte d of being in league with Bold

Wild look three, the man on liis right the same number ,
and then iL came i::leguine's turn.
Ire ealled for two, and Quartz took one.
'J'hc dealer, who had been the one to open it, Look three

•

cards.
"Now, Lhcn," said Wild, turning lo him, "it is your bel.
But before we go any further we will just move the dii-:carcls a way from the hands o.f those two gentlem en, as yon
can't tell auoul thingo nowaday s, you know."
With a quick move he pulled the c.:ards away and Lhe11
sent both revolver s to Llw floor, one on either side.
"Now, gentlem en, play cards!" he cried, whippin g out ·
his own revolvers and covering the two men.
Instantl y a hush came over lhe people in the room and
every one craned his neck to see whal was going on at that
parlicul ar table.
Uliarlie and .Jim took their position s on either side of
\Vild and placed lheir hand ' on lhe butt::; of their rcvohcri-:.
"GenlR, i_:f' tbere'o goin' to be any shootin' clone around
here we're goin' to fake a hancl in it!" exclaim ed the scout.
"I reckon Young Wild We:,;t knowi> jest w'lial he's doin',
an' when he i;ciR down to play a game with anyl)ody he
lei them put up no job on him. You kin &.'C
ain't goin'
for yourselves, gent" that Young Wild We L holds ther
winnin' hand!" · '
"What does all this mean, I'd like to know?" demand ed

Barry.
He had told Charlie and Jim to keep out o:f' lhe game
and to be on the lookout for anythin g crooked about it.
As the newcom er took his place our hero looked at him
keenly.
There was somethi ng about him that looked the least
bit familiar , but just then he could not tell what it was
for lhe life of him.
Howeve r, he did not for a moment suspoot that the man
was disguised, for his hair and beard were rather matted,
and that was a common thing among the miners.
The game started, and though he had joined it to make
a study of Dick Quartz, our hero soon found himself more
intereste d in Seguine .
the disguise d robber.
As the play went on there soon came what is called a
He spoke in his natmal voice, and no sooner had he clone
"jack-p ot" by gambler s, '~hich meant that no one could
so than Wild rememb ered where he had heard the voice
start the betting unless he did it on a pair of jacks or betbefore.
ter.
Then Young- Wilc1 West thrust his hand forward and
The ante was not very heavy, but whern they passed they caught ScguinC' lJy the be~rcl.
had to put up every time.
A quick jerk and it came off, revealin g the face of Ilolcl
a
quite
soon
was
there
times
seYeral
around
went
it
As
Barry.
little pile of money on the table) in spite of t'he ante not
Our hero had nol rclea1-1cd his hold upon the revolver as
being large.
he did this, simply using the three fingers of '•i right hand
Then Dick Quartz opened it, pulling a revolver from
to accomplish it.
his belt and laying it on the table as he did so.
"Gentle men!" he exclaim cl in a ringing· tonc. "Behold
"What are you doing that for?" asked \Vild, coolly.
the man who held up the stagecoac'h!"
"Ohl that is a way I have," was the retort. "I never
At this juncture there was a shrill scream and the girl
play draw poker unless I have my revolver handy."
in green burst into the room.
"You don't. eh? Well, you must 'have an idea that you
are playing among thieves. "
"You can't tell about that nowaday s," spoke up Seguine ,
and then he, too, pulled out his shooter and laid it on the
CHAPT ER VI.
table.
"Oh! you can't, eh?" and Wild nodded as though he •had
SOME RATHER LIYELY .HAPPEN INGS.
just learned somet'hing that he was not aware of before.
"Well, I never pull my shooter unless I mean business. Go
The girl in green had no sooner gol into the house after
ahead and deal out the cards, sir! I want three."
the meeting wit'h her husband than it occunec1 to her to
The last was addresse d to the miner who was dealing.
go over and peer through the window s of the Rock Bottom
Dick Quartz and Seguine sat next to each other and
Hotel an<l Ree what was going on in theirc.
almost opposite our hero.
She had a strong fear that Bold Barry was doing a danThe dealer was next to Wild and on his left.
two
gerous thing by coming there.
The miner acted a little surprise d when he saw the
'rhe proprictor'R wife wa~ not in the kitchen, >io Cora
men draw their shootC'rs, but when Wild tolcl him to go
Cotton, as she called herself, quickly slipped outside again
ahead and deal out the cards he proceede d to do so.
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and made her way aroun d to the front of the ::;hanl
y-like IJim standi ng in the center of the street ready
to do battle
struct ure.
with anyone who might feel disposed Lo fight them.
She got there in time lo see .Bolcl Barry <li;;uppear into
But alter the lights had been exting uished not a shot
the bar-ro om of the hotel.
had been fired.
Hidin g behin d a tree, Lhc girl walchcd her chance to
gel
But thoug h Charlie and Jim were pretty sure that Bold
acro::;t; the street wit'hou L being perceived by anyone,
and Barry had left t11e saloon by lhc front door, there
was not
in a few minut es she ::;uccccded.
the le1;1st sign of him anywhere about.
The first window she tried she could sec but very little
But just lhen the clalter of receding hoofs came to their
of what was taking place inside, so she went to anothe
ears, and then they knew he had succe€ded in gettin
r.
g bis
Then she saw the disguised villain she calle<l her lws- horse and was riding
away.
hand in the aci of sitting down to a game of cards.
Youn g Wild West was angere d at the action of Cora
'!'here was nothin g strang e about this, but whem she saw Cotton.
that Youn g Wild West was one of the nLayers her
face
Thoug h nine out of Len would have been ready to declar
e
turned pale.
that she had acted as thoug h she was trying to save
him
"Ther e will be rouble before many minut es," the
girl from being hurt, he was quile certai n that she
had only
murm ured lo herself. "I must watch them, and l
mm;l done it all l°' give the villain a chance to escape
.
i;ave Barry if anyth ing happe ns."
And she had succeccled -admirably, for before they could
She crouch ed there aL the window, which was quite
low get their hor::;es oul 01' Lhc 8tables across the street
Bold
and afforded her purpose admir ably, and wailed.
Barry would be well away from them along the moun
tain
The few miners who passed lhc place did not notice
the road.
·
cloaked figure beneath the window.
As the proprietor of the place hurrie dly lighL<=:.p a lanter
n
But if anyone had been looking that way for the space
our hero led the way inside.
of a couple of minut es he ll'ould have ecn a head pop
up
The girl in green was the first perrson he saw.
to the window and then drop clown again.
She was leaning on a table, weeping hysterically.
'rhc minut es flitted on, and then suddenly the girl
in
"Oh! I am so glad you arc safe, Mr. Woot!" sht· cried
green stood uprig ht and kept her face glued lo the windo
w- when she Faw him. "Won 't you please lake me
acro' the
pane for fully two se.conds.
~I.reel? I am so nervous that I can scarcely
walk!"
'l'hen she left the window and bounded for lhe door
of
Wild was about to make an angry reply, but he checke
d
the saloon.
himself.
\Yhat she had dreaded was laking place, for she had seen
lie knew the girl was pl::1ying a deep gamei, and he deYoun g Wild West cover Bold Barry and Dick Quartz
with cided lo let her believe he had deceived him.
his revolvers.
"Cert ainly I will assist you, Miss Cotton ," he an&wcred.
She reached the door and flung it open, dashin g in like
"I am very sorry you interfe red, though, and I must insist
a whirlw ind.
on it that yon must never again lay hands on me in a
case
There sat her robberr husba nd, the false beard lying
on of that kind."
the table bC'fore him and Youn g Wild West standi ng
over
"I-I meant it all for your good," was the reply. "Inhim in trium ph!
deed! I happened io be pa~sing the place, and, lookin
g in,
'l'hen it was that the girl uttere d the scream :
I saw you standi ng over a table with your revolv
ers
in
"Don' t! Don't !" she cried franlically. "Com e away, your hands, while
behin d you two men were in the act of
Young Wild West! Those men will surely kill you!"
shooti ng you. Then when I dashed in and saw who it
was
She caugh t our hero by both arms tightly and clung
to you were in troubl e with I acted before I thoug ht and tried
him , pullin g him back 'over the chair he had risen from.
to get you away from them. "
Then the utmos t confuRion prevailed in the place.
"You r explanation is entirely satisfactory, Mi11s Cotton
,"
The La ble was overtu rned as quick as a wink, and then and then the young
deadshot looked at his partne ;s w;, i a
half a dozen shots wc;re .fired and the room was in
total glance warni ng them to say nothin g.
darkness.
Just then Jacob Little came tearing into the place in
a
This all happe ned before Wild could free hilme1£ from state of great excitement.
tbe grasp of the girl
"Why , Miss Cotton !" he cried. "Wha t are you doing
He flung hC'I' from him rather rudely and made a bolt here?"
for the door.
"Oh! Oh! I hardly know!" she answered.
Once more the girl in green had thwar ted him just
as
Then turnin g to Wild, she added :
he had Bold Bany where he wanted him.
"Mr. Little will escort me over. Thank you, all the
'' \V'hoopee ! Whoopee!'' rang on t thr voice of Cheyenne Rame."
Charl ir. "Come on, Wild! We must catch ther measly
When the two went out Wild walked over to the overcoyote!"
turned tablr, where he found Dick Quartz and the
other
Ewr.v man in the place seemed bent on gettin g ont~ii!c,
two playerR gathrr ing up the money that had been throw
n
and when our hero finally got there he found Charlie
and to the floor when the table was overturned.
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knowed anyt'hing bad about him," spoke up Bill, the proAs luck would have it, they £ound it all.
the place, looking at the fow sympathizers the
Our hero was keeping an eye on Quartz, and he did not prietor of
in the room.
say a word to him until he had divided the money into five villain had
' ~Well, I ha.vc known him bt'tt a few hours, anc1 I haven't
parts and pushed one of them over to him.
time," said Wild, turn"'I'han k you!" he then eixclaimed. "You are very kind. seen anythin g good of him in that
into the place across t'he way
I snppose the game is at an end, or will your friend be ing to the man. "Ile came
and picked a row with me as soon as he saw me. Ancl toback, do you think? "
puts out a revolver, juot as though he was going
"]frien d?" echoed Quartz, putting on an air of surprise. night he
me if he lost his money. It makes no difference
"He was no friend of mine. I only met 'him half an hour to shoot
what you think of Dick Quartz! I have fofmed
before we came 'in this place together. I called him my to me, boys,
him, and I haven' t been afraid to speak it.''
of
friend, of course, but he was really a stranger to me. So he my opinion
me you talk putty loud fur a boy," obto
"It seems
was Bold Barry, was he?"
a big miner, who had come in but a few minute s be"I rather think he was," replied Wild. "He was the served
the excitement at the card table took place and who
man who held the stagecoach up, and whom the girl in fore
know anythin g about what had happened that day.
green called her husband. This is the second time I have didn't
"Well, perhap s I do talk a little loud, my friend," rebeen £oiled in getting him, but the next time I won't make
plied our hero, fixing his ~yes on the man and seeing that
any mistake about it.'~
trouble was coming. "But I didn't mean to say anyt'hing
"Well, I hope you don't."
to offend you. If I have you will have to swallow it, that's
"I won't; l ' m certain of it."
all."
"Well, here's the robber's share of money -what are we
"What f" roared the man, springing forward as though
going to do with it?"
to catch the boy by the· throat. "I'll have to swallow it,
"Give it to me.!" said Wild.
will I? Why, I'll break you in two!"
"What for?"'
"Don't try it, please."
him."'
meeit
I
time
"I will give it to him the first
apnodded
game
the
Two other men now moved forwatd as though to take a
The two miners who had been in
hand in the quarrel.
provingly.
"You fellows stop right where you are!" commanded
"All right, then," and Quartz handed over the money.
ou
Cheyenne Charlie. "If you don't you'll git filled full of
"'I'han k you! Now, Mr. Dr. Quartz, I want to ask
holes afore you kin say .Tack Robinson!"
a question."
"What is it?"'
Jim said nothing, but he pulled a revolver from his belt
the
on
it
lay
and
r
revolve
your
out
pull
"Why did you
and began toying with it carelessly, allowing the muzzle to
there?"
was
table when the jack-pot
keep in the direction of t'he two men .
playof
habit
the
in
been
I've
. ''Because that'~the way
They stopped still in th eir tracks, and, remaining there
be
't
couldn
I
that
meant
ing draw poker. It simply
for a moment, stepped back again.
bluffed. "
Meanwhile the big miner who had thrcatooed to break
"Oh! that was it, eh? WeU, what made your friend -I our hero in two stood glaring at him like a maddened bull.
mean Bold Barry- follow your example?"
"Why don't you go ahead and break me in two?" asked
:
"I don't know, unless he though t it a good idea."
i.he young deadshot.,..coolly.
''All right. I am satisfied with your explanation. But
With a growl like that 0£ an ang1;y beast, the man made
let me tell you something! Bold Barry is going to be a a grab for him.
subject for the undertaker be<fore many days have p11ssed,
But, like many who had tried the same thing, his hando
and you hacl better look out that yiu don't get into the only clutched the empty air.
'
sarhe way!"
his hip and
over
him
Then Young Wild West caught
the buildshook
The face of Quartz turned all colors.
that
jar
sent him flat on hi s back with a
He was so enraged at being spoken to in that way that ing.
he would have1shot Y0trng Wild West dead in his tracks,
"I hate to handle you so roughly, but you would have
if he had only dared to try it.
it," he said.
But as it was, he knew it would bE: best to swallow it all.
Low exclamations of surprise and amazement came from
"I am just as. go'od as you are, Young Wild "'4est," he
all parts of the room.
managed to eay. "And I am just as honorable, too. I
The fall had hurt the big miner a little and he was
don't want any row with you, so let me alone."
rather slow to get up. ·
This waR said more to gain the sympathy of the crowd
But when he did stagger to his feet he went and sat
than anything .else, and there is no doubt but it succeeded.
down.
"l shall certainly let you alone, unless you force me to
"l reckon I barked up ther wrong tree," he observed.
what
er
do otherwise," Wild retorted. "Now, just rememb
"It's all right. I've got enough!"
1 have told you."
"Very well, sir," answered Wild. "I am·t sorry I hurt
"I've known Dick Quartz fur fifteen years, an' I nerver
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you, but I guess you'll s~on be all right. Good-night,
gen- 1 "Well , I have reason to believe that he; is makin
g a fool
tlemen !"
of himself, and I may be able to save him a great deal
of
"Good -night !" came from more than half of them.
But 1 money if I know where that letter is going ."
our three friend s took care to back to the door when
they
"}..11 right, then, I reckon you kin see it. I don't s'pose
went out, for they were certai n that there were tho~e
there it is hardly right fur me to s'how it to yer,
but circum~
who would fire a shot at them if they only got the chanc
e. stances alters cases, as they say."
When they got outside they went right across the street
He took the envelope out of his breast pocket and hande
d
to the Welcome Inn, leavin g a wonderful impression
upon it to Wild.
the minds of tho e in the Rock Botto m Hotel.
"JuRt as I thoug ht," said our hero, noddi ng to his partIt now being quite late,' they retired for the night, and
ners. "It is addt·essed to the State Bank at Denve
r. 1It
it is safe to say that Youn g Wild, West slept just as
sound means that the old fool has sent after money.
The
girl
in
as thoug h there had never been such persons as t'he girl
in green is puttin g up a job to rob him,, as sure as
my name
green and Hold Barry , the Denve r Deadshot.
is Youn g Wild West! "
The next morni ng they arose qui e early, and at
the
He spoke in such a low tone that neithe r the driver
nor
breakf ast table they could not help notici ng that the
girl passengers heard him.
in green and Jacob Little seemed to be very earnes
t in
"Well , is it all right_. Youn g Wild West? " asked ZelJ
talkin g about some matt<-'r.
Blake, as the letter was hande d back to him.
\Vil took it that t'he girl was trying to get him to agree
"Yes. You can go ahead now. I suppose you will
lw
to so~ething, and finally when he saw the old man noel
his along to-morrow at about the same time as you
~ame
yeshead in the affirmative, he concluded that someit
hing terday ."
was up.
"Yes, you kin bet I'll be on time!" was the reply. "An'
A col1ple of hours later when the stagecoach was
you
kin jest bet I'll be on ther lookout fur Bold Barry
ready
,
to start for Denver, Little went out and intrus ted a
letter ther road agent, loo! It'll take more'n 'him alone to hold
to t'he care of the driver.
up my outfit ag'in, you kin bet!"
"Ther e is somet hing up, boys," he said to his compa
''That 's right. Yon want to shoot him the instan t
nhe
ions. "We must. :find out what it is."
shows himself. But be sure you've got him covered before
you fire, thoug h."
"I will. Goodby."
"Good by." ·
CHAP TER VII.
Away rolled the stagecoach, leaving our three friend
s
seated in the rnddle watch ing them.
THE GIRL IN GREEN PLAYS A TRU~P CARD.
"Well , what do yon think about it?" asked Cheyenne
Charlie, lookin g at om· hero.
The stagecoach had not been gone more than five min"I think that ,Jacob Little has sent to the bank in Dentes when Youn g Wild West and his two partne rs rode
out ver after money. I also think that the stagecoach will
be
rom the lane at. the side of the hotel t'hey were stoppi
ng held up to-morrow when it comes back, and that
the
t and procee ded along the road that led to Denve'l'.
money, which will be with it, will be· stolen, unless
someOur hero had become so much interested in t'he girl
in one. preven ts it," replied Wild.
reen that he wanted to learn what she was up to.
"Tlrn t is just about the size of it!" eixclaimed Jim. "Ohl
He was certai n that the letter that had been given to
the but that girl in green is a cunni ng schemer. You would
river by the man had been sent to oblige her, and
that hardly believe it to look at her."
eing the case, it must he one of impor tance to her.
"A bad woman is worse nor a dozen ba<l men when they
"We must see that letter and. find to whom it is
ad- git to work, " ob~ervcd the scout, shrug ging his should
ers.
rel'sed," he said t.o Charlie and ,Jim.
"This gal must be one of them what wants to make
herAs soon as they were out of sight of Silver Plume they
self conspicuous,
she would n't wear them green clothes.
ut their horses forwa rd at a sharp canter , and about
My! but she was certai nly a sight when she come into
that
hree miles out tE.ey ove}took the rumbl ing stagecoach.
saloon last night! Wild, she had hold of you afore I
could
The vehicle contai ned but few passengers, and as they draw
a breath ."
ad all seen our friend s before, they werc not alarmed when
"Tha t was her game, " was the retort. "She knew
hey came dashin g lip alongside it.
her
appea rance would create a sensation, and while she
had
"Hey, there! " called out Wild to Zeb Blake, the driver
. hold of me the friends of Bolcl Barry put out the lights
and
Stop a minut e! I want to ask you a questi on."
he made his escape. I was going to speak my mind to
her
"Who a!" and the four horses werei broug ht to a halt
in and give her a bit of advice, but I thoug ht I had better
not
uick time. "Wlm t clo yer want, Youn g Wild West? "
do it, just yet."
"Let me see tlie addres s on the letter the old gentlellJlan
"No; it might be that she will be the means of us gettin
g
:ve you."
hold of the robbe r."
"Wha t fur?"
"I am certain she will. I feel positive that she has
got
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It was not much o! a side-saddle that was on her mount,
Little to send for money and that' she will contrive to send
to make little difference to hell".
word to the outlaw, so he can rob the stagecoach when it but that seemed
Jacob Little appeared delighte d whe!ll he saw how
comes back to-morrow."
queenly she looked on the back of the mustang .
The three now turned and rode back to Silver Plume.
She talked with him a few minutes , and then he was
They knew it would be like hunting for a needle in a
8een to give a raiher reluctan t assent and she rode off.
haystack to try and locate Bold Barry.
"There she goes!" exclaimed Wild. "Now, I will go ou
When they rode back into town they came in on another
alone, boys. You stay here, and if I don'
trail, so if anyone was watching them they would not be aml follow her
gei. back in an hour after she does you can make up you
apt to know where they had been.
ng has happe!lled to me. Then you ca
As they rode up to the hotel they were not a little sur- mind that somethi
me. This is a great game that is bein
for
look
prised to see the girl in green and Jacob Little talking to come and
much intere ted in it now that I mus
so
am
I
played, and
Dick Quartz, who stood holding a mustang by the bridle.
"Here comes Young Wild West!" cried the scheming see it t'hrough."
Charlie and Jim nodded, and then they followed him ou
young woman. "He will know all about it, Mr. Little. I
to put their horses away.
imagine that he is a very good judge of horseflesh."
'Yild had noted carefully which direction the girl ha
friends
our
Dick Quartz showed signs 0£ being uneasy as
taken.
dismounted and walked to the spot.
Flhe had noi. gone straight for the road to Denver, bu
you
"What iB that, Miss Cotton? " asked our 'hero. "Are
he feli. certain that she meant to fetch up on it before sh
thinking of buying the horse?"
"Well, how good you are at guessing! I am thinking of got far.
Ho rode on down among the Rhanties and tents, an
owning the horse, as my esteemed friend, Mr. Little, has
the girl in green hail had time enoug
offered to buy it for me. Won't you please pass your opin- when he thought
the mounta in road, he rode leisurPly i
ion of the animal? Mr. Li1tle is perfectly satisfied with the io get out npon
price the man asks for it. He thinks it might not be a safo that direction.
Five minutes later he let his horse go at a swift g;1llo
horse for me to ride."
i.hat it would not take him long to ove1
"Well, I should judge that he iR safe enough. Re looks , knowing full well
\akc her if ~he had really gone that way.
as though he has been thoroug hly broken."
But when he had coverrcd about Jive miles ancl there wc1
'rhen Wild made ont that he was looking the beast careyei., Wilcl began lo i.hink that she mu.
fully over, though he felt like telling the girl that she was no signs of her
have got a lively move on.
about i.hc worst scherning adventuress he had ever met.
However, he w-as well satisfied i.hat she had come th
his
The result was that Little produced the cash from
anxious to overtake her. before she reach
rathel' fat pocketbook and bought the horse from Quari.z. 1 way, and he \Vas
holdup barl occurred.
the
w"here
"Now, then," he said to Quartz, "if you will fetch me a I i.he place
Spitfire!" he said to his horse, an
you,
with
good horse that I can ride with safety I will buy it. I used ;1 "Get along
was wanted, the intellige nt an
what
just
to be quite at ease in the saddle, but for the past few years 1 nudersta nding
speed.
s
hi
I have not been at it much. Miss Cotton and I are going 1mnl increa~ecl
mile ha s been covered our hero su
more
two
When
know,"
you
Denver,
to
back
go
we
to ride horseback w11en
clenly came upon a stretch of road that was pretty near
he added, turning to our friends.
"It will be a mighty pleasant trip for a couple of lovers, Rtraight for half a mile.
Then aR he looked ahead he saw two riders about a qua
I should think," Rpoke up Charlie, grinning broadly,
of him.
'rlie girl in green contrived to blu h very prettily and ter of a mile in advance
a satisfied nod.
gave
Wesi.
Wilcl
Young
knew
the old man loo.keel daggers at the scout, for he well
in green!
girl
the
was
them
of
One
that he was poking fun at him.
now if he wished to g
cautions
be
must
he
Ile kneiw
Wild thoug'ht it best to leave them alon~, so he led the
.
scovered
di
being
close to them wi1.hou1.
way into the hotel, leaving their horses outside.
to them, thong
nearer
There was only one way io get
. He 13ad an idea that they might use them again soon, so
ancl that was to ride £a~t.
there was no need of putting them in the stable.
'I'hc young lady and her companion, whoever he mig
him
made
'rhe fact of the girl in green getting a 'horse
a1. a pretty still' pace, so he would have
think that it was quite probable that she would be hunting be, were riding
keep up the gait he had been riding :for the past few mi
up the robber before long.
uteR if he wanted to catch up with them soon.
And if she did ride o[ Wild was going to follow her.
"I'll take my chances on their looking back," Wild m
They remained where they could see what was going on
tered. "Now, Spitfire! T,et yourseJf out!"
outside through a window.
'rhe sorrel bounded forward at a still faster speed, a
Pretty soon they saw Cora Cotton assisted to the back of
in green and the man who was with her
the horse by bet elderly lover, and then she rode up the when the girl
a turn in the road our hero had gain
street and back in a wa:y that showed she was quite used I appeared around
j good hundred yards on them.

to it.
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On he sped for about three minutes.
Then he knew he must be pretty .close to the couple.
Wild slackened speed.
Ile '~ · ~ "f'l'Y near the place where the rnbber had escaped in the oushes, and !i_c was waiting for somethin g to
turn up.

l'l'

CIIAPTE R VIII.
WILD IN 'l'UE CAVE.

As Young Wild W esl struck the ground the girl in
green stepped aside and the masked man pounced upon
him like a shot.
"Ila!" exclaimed the villain. "I guess we know who the
prisoner is now. It is not Bold Barry, by any means."
The lasso had encircled our hero so quickly that he had
not time to throw it off, or even fire his revolver.
The latter was knocked from his hand as his arms were
drawn to his sides, and he was completely at the mercy of
the masked man.
"I reckon I done that putty good, didn't I, Barry?"
said
a voice, which our hero instantly recognized as beLike a shot he rode forward and rouncll>d the sharp tum.
Right ahead of him he saw the g:irl in green strugglin g longing to Dick Quartz.
"It couldn't have been done better, Dick," was the reply.
in the arms of a mas1'ed mnn.
Wild whipped out hiR revolvC'r and brought his horse to ''Cora is certainly a dandy at fooling people."
"Still Young Wild West thought I could not fool 'him."
a halt.
"Unhand thC> lady!" lrn criecl, as h<.> p;ot his weapon on a observed the girl, with a Rmile of triumph.
The two men now had hold of the boy, ancl though he
lin e with the villaiu 's henrl.
1rns
strugglill g to free hi1rn:elf, he was at such a di~ad
"Don't shoot him, Young Wild Wcs!!" cried the girl.
v:intage
fhnt hC' C'Ould do nothing.
"'I'ake him alive!"
"You
did fool me a litlle, 11fa.1 Cotton!" retorted Wild,
"You just let go of him and step out of the way," reas
he
gave
up his struggles arnl allowed them to finish
plied our hero, "for if J <lo fake a notion to Rhoot you might
binding
him.
"But don't think for a moment that the
get the bullet as well aR he. Thc'l'e iH going to be no more
nonsense about this! You step away, and be quick about game is played onl yrt. My turn will come before long."
"I am afrai<l not·-or rather I am glacl that you are rnisit!"
faken," was the reply. "It is hardly likely that you will
"Oh! Oh!" screamed the girl.
live long enough to play lhe game any further. It is all
"You think you have been fooling me right along, Miss
over, for we have taken in the laRt trick."
Cotton, but you have not. I am onto your game, so you
"So you are a murderes s at hem-t, as well as a scheming
may as well quit playing the part you are so good at. That
adventure ss, then?"
man you have hold of is Bold Barry, and is either going
"Murcleresi; <locs not sound pleasing to my ears. Please
back to Silver Plume with me a prisoner or die right
do not ~ay it again in my hearing."
where he is!"
Then the girl in greeu lef out a ripple of lau ghter, which
The girl in green did not get away from the masked Wild
knew was forced.
man, but was now Rhielding his whole form with her body.
Onr hero was much chagrined at having allowed himself
Young Wild Wef't became exasperated at her actions.
to ride aronnd the turn when he heard the scream.
He started his l1orse forward, deie1111incd that the villain
But he had such a chivalric nature that he could not
should not escape him this time.
let the scream of a female go by unnoticed .
"Miss Cotton, I shall .forget that you arc a woman presHe had taken t11e risk to find whether it was real or asently," he remarked . "Ilold up your hands, you masked
umed, and he had suffered for it.
scoundre l! Hold llp your hands! I mean business! "
As he wa~ lifted to his feet Wild noticed that his horse
Up went the .fellow's hands in a jiffy.
WHS ll ot t llC'rC.
"Now, then, Miss Cotton, you do the same, or I will
The animal had been trained to run away the instant
have to forget that you are a female and shoot you!"
his rider got into trouble: at an order from Wild, and he
Though he did not mean lhis, he spoke it in such a way
had given the signal. But so intelligen t was the sorrel
hat she thought he did, and she complied wifh the com- that
1
he never went far.
I
rnnd, though she still Rhielc1ed the masked man.
He simply got out of the way arn1 remained in the vicin. Wild was just about io dismount and make the pair of ity until Wild's friends came
arnl found him, or his cuhem his prisoners '.Yben there was a sudden whizz and a riosity led him to look for his
master.
oose dropped over his head!
Young Wild West placed the greatest of dependence on
There was a sharp jerk and his arms were pinioned and Rpitfire, an cl he was always glncl when
'he saw that he made
e fell from the saddle!
hiB escape rn a caRe of this kind.
He rode on £or a hundred yards further, and then, as he
brought his horse down to a walk, a shrill scream rang out.
"Ah!" exclaimed the boy. "What does that moon?"
Again the scream sounded.
It came from a point not more than a hundred feet
away, and in order to get there he must ride around a sharp
turn.
It occurred to him thnl some Rorl of a trap had been laid
for him, but notwiths tanding thiR, he decided lo invest\gate.
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''Well, now that we've got him, we will take him to the 1 They weire hurrying him through the bn~hc~ now, and
cave and ~ee what's to Le done with him," ob-:erved Bold in a minute more the_y went clown a <lese:cnt into a !'ort,,.01
/
"Barry. •·One thing, there must never be even his hat or a gully.
into
hal:f'....Wt"M1im
dragged.
half
they
minute
another
In
anyone!"
by
found
clothing
his
of
portion
hiding-place.
his
for
cho~"'"
had
Barry
Bold
cave
the
Dick
ancl
"You
girl.
the
said
"That's right, Barry,"
'"rie him to that ro..:1, over there," said the robber, pointcan go ahead and use your O\\ n judgment in the case. I
to a loose boulder that weighed probably four hundred
ing
the
will go back to SilYer Plume and allay the fears of
that was in the rear of the cave.
pounds
old fool who has beeu such an easy mark. Don't forget
Die:k Quartz proceeded to do so, being careful to make
the Denver stagecoach to-morrow. The driver will have
the turns about i.hc: bonl<ler so they could not slip, aR he
fi1·e thou~and dollars with him, you know."
"I won't .forget that, Cora. Don't fear on that score." thought.
When he had finished the job he turned to Wild and
Then the scoundrel kissed the beautiful adventuress,
Hnd, waving a mock farewell to our hero, she rode off in said:
"Ther way you was talkin' a couple of mfoute>: ago, you
the direction of Silver Plume.
th er captor an'. we was ther pri:-:oncTs; how do :vou feel
was
Young
green,
in
"Well, what do you think of the girl
Wild West?" remarked Bold Barry, as he removed his mask about it now?"
"I feel just the i:;amc afl I did-that you are throwing all
and took the boy by one of' hiR arm:::, while his companion
got on the other side. '' hn't "he worth a dozen of any of e:hances of getting away from Silver Plume alive by holdingme a prisoner," was the calm rejoinder.
the girls you have ei'cr ~een ?"
"Well, I think you lie when you say that. Anyhow, if
"She is the most heartless 11Tctch I ever saw dressed in
female wearing apparel," repliecl 'lilc1, speaking as coolly we have lo. tall chaneei-1 of gittin' away .from Silver Plume
a3 though he was merely answering the question of a friend. you have lo;;l all chance8 of livin', for before another ~un
''You think so? Well, maybe she is. But she is worth rises you will be as dead as Methusaler, an' don't make any
mistake about iO"
her weight in gold to me."
"That's right!" spoke up Bold Barry, who had been busy
he
as
and
bushes,
the
into
Wild
leading
now
They were
"What i::: the best way to diflpose of him, anytl1inking.
the
w'here
place
same
the
looked around he saw that it was
·
Dick?"
how,
robber ha<l cli~appeared lhe day before.
stie:k him
an'
it
to
him
take
Then
first.
grave
a
"Dig
Bold Barry thought he was looking ai·ound for an avenue
up!"
him
cover
belwecn ther rib:-: an'
of qBeape, evidently, for he promptly exclaimed:
"'l'hat is a good plan, but we want to dig the grave where
"You needn't look for a chance to get away; that is out
of the question. Don't go to yelling out, either, for if you it won't be found. We don't want a hide nor hair of him
do I will cut off the end of your tongue with my 'hunting- to be (f:;covered, you know. I have made up my mind that
when Young Wild West shuffles oil' this mortal coil not a
knife."
"Oh! I am not worrying about getting away :from you. I tlring shall remain io tell that there ever was such a medwill do that when I get ready," replied Wild. "I have been dlesorne you ig fool as he!"
"'\Yell, wl1y ean't we dig a hole right here in ther cave-in worse places than this. I have a way of getting out and
tuming the tables on my enemies when the proper time ther grounll is aboui. as soft right here in ther back of it
comes. Don't think for a moment that you arc going to as you '11 he apt to fin cl anywhere? Then we could tumble
have things your way for very .\.ong. .Tusl as soon as the thi;r bouh1er he's tied to in on top of him an' cover ther
girl in green rides baek to Silver Plumei without me she whole thing over with dirt."
"It would be better to cover him over with the loosened
will be seized and made to tell what has become of me.
She may not want to do this, ut my partners have a way dirt first. Then we could roll the boulder over it and deor making people tell the truth when it comes to the point. stroy all sig1rn of the grave."
Wild listcnc<l lo this flcnclish talk a little ncrvousl:v.
::\fiss Cora Cotton, as -he calls her~cli, may have a big
Ile was afraid the scmmdrels would put their plans into
~upply of nerve, but I'll guarantee you t'hat Uheyenne
ti on right away.
less
in
cxeru
her
of
out
all
it
take
will
Charlie and .Jim Dart
than five minutes."
If they would only wait...ltw hilc he felt confident that
These words made an impression on both of the villains, Charlie and .Jim woul<l come along in time to save hnn.
But he was not going lo let them know that he was the
and our hero was not slow lo see it.
"If you have any idea of' killing me you had better throw least bit worried.
Coolness on his part would count for more than anyit awa:v at once. Your only chance to save yourselves is i.o
else, and he knew it.
fast
as
thing
unknown
parts
for
out
let me go, and then strike
Qtfartz began kicking up the dirt in the interior of
in
Dick
girl
·
t'he
that
be
may
It
a~ your horses will carry you.
in di f!erent spots, and finally he paused within
cave
green might he able to join you later on, but I wouldn't the
half a dozen feet 01' \\'here Wild was tied to the rock. ·
guarantee it.''
"Here's about ther easiest place we could dig, Barry," he
As the boy added this to what he had said the two vilsaid.
lains ::hawed signs of uneasiness.
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"All right. What are we goin( to dig with? It would
The rohber had no glass to look at his reflection, so he
be edious work to dig the grave o.f Young Wild West with made the water in
ihe brook answer the purpose.
, our lhdfe-bla des."
"I'll do' first rate now," he said. "Now, just wait till I
"Well, l re1.il~~1 we kin find somcthin ' that wi~l answer get that brown wig on!"
for shovels. There's somt thin pieces of slate outside noor
'J'he wig was adjusted, and then Bold Barry was transther brook. What's ther mutlcr with gitlin' a couple of formed into quite a different looking man.
•
ther best pieces an' diggin' ther grave now?"
"When arc you go in' over?" asked Dick Quartz.
"All right. I s'pose the quicker it is done the better."
"Hight DOI\' ."
They went outside the cave and soon returned with the
"W c'tloeUer finish Young Wild West first, hadn't we?"
pieces of thin slate Quartz had spoken of.
" o. We'll leave him here tied till we come back. It
Then, withou saying a word to their prisoner, or ap- will worry him to sit there and look at his grave. We'll
gag him so he can't make any noise, though."
parently noticing him at all, they went at work.
When our hero heard this a feeling of great relief came
It was a soft spot 0£ <:and t'hat they were digging in, and
over him.
they made rapid headway.
In fifteen minutes they had a hole three Ieet in depth
But he never so much as moved a muscle of his face.
dug.
After a liUle further talk Bold Barry came over and tied
"That is rather tiresome work for a man of my calibr~," a cotton hanclkerc'hief in his mouth, after first stuffing a
portion of it in.
observed .Dold Barry. "I guess I need a rest."
"Qp ahead an' take it, then. I'll finish ther grave," was
"How do you feel now, Young Wild West?" he asked
the reply of his companion.
mockingly. "I reckon you wouldn't know me, would
The villain wiped the perspirat ion from his brow and you?"
walked to the mouth of the cave.
Wild did not try to answer, knowing well that he could
not.
Then he felt about his clothes and found the wigs and
"I think we oughter to finish him before we go," said
beards his friend had brought him the day before.
Quartz,
as they were ready to mount their horses.
''Dick," said he, "do you know what I'm going to do?"
"No; he will be safe enough here. Let him be tortured
"~o," was the reply. "What are you goin' to do?"
"I'm goin' to rig up an' take a ride over to Silver a little; it will do him good."
';All right, then."
Plume."
Two
minutes later Young Wild West was alone in the
"You are?"
/
cave.
"Yes. Cora told me she had made Young Wild West
He was in a very hopeful frame of mind, too, £or the
believe that she was looking fo her brother, whose name
digging
of the grave that was to hold him had not made
was Richard Cotton. I am going to be her brother, and
pleasant
t'houghts pass through his mind.
you can be the one to find me and take me to her."
''Now,
if I can get out of this scrape before tho~e vil''.Tove! That would be a good idea, Barry."
lains
come
back I am much mistaken ,'' he thought.
"Of course it would, and it would be certain to work,
too. Just rest yourself a bit and then shave the mustache
from my face. Then I'll put on a wig, and I'll bet that
Yonng Wild West's partners won't know me from a side
CHAP'rE R IX.
of sole leather."
"That's so, Barry."
WILD IS IN LUCK.
\
The two villains forgot all about digging the grave that
\Hl to hold the body o.f Young Wild West alter they
had
Cheyenne Charlie was anxiously waiting for Wild to
killed him-the y seemed lo have forgotten that the boy come back.
was there, in fact.
When they saw the girl in green come riding back, her
Bold Barry produced thei razor and began stropping it on horse flecked with foam.
about two hour altc:r she went
his boot-leg and soon declared that he had the right edge away from the •mining camp,
they looked at each other unon it.
easily.
·
Then he found a bit of soap in his saddle-bags and went
I had an idea that Wild would come back with ther gal,"
down to the running brook a few feet ~istant.
said the ~cout.
In a couple of minutes he had lathered his face, and
"Yes, that was my idea of it. Probably he has not let
then his companion began work.
her know that he was following her, though."
Quartz had never served his time· as a barber, but he
"Well, in that ca;;e he will he here putty soon, then.
managed to remove the mustache from the face of Bold
But when half an hom had pas~ed ancl thcrr ware no
Barry_, just the same.
~i gns of the young c1ead8hot, they grew more anxious than
It took him somethin g like fi.fteen minutes to :fini~h the ever.
job, but he did it completely.
They were juf'i thinkinfr of 1aking a ridr along thr trail
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They had barely come to a halt there when they hear
to look for him, when the girl in green came out of the
,/
of a horse.
house, where she had gone immediately upon coming back. the whinny
"That's Spitfire, as sure as guns!" exclaimed Ohayie.. · ,.
Jacob Little was with her, and she was smiling sweetly
.me trotHe was right, for the next instant the sorrgl%
at the. old man she was humbugging so neatly.
' up.
..,,.,..,rting
"Where is Young Wild West?" she asked, approaching
He had heard the hoo.fbcats of their horses, and, having
Charlie and Jim.
ng around until he had eaten his fill of grass,
"He w!!nt out for a little ride around tbe camp," an- been wanderi
for companionship.
swered Jim. ''Didn't you meet him while you were out?" longed
s Spitfire, but wbere is Wild?" exclaimed Jim
'"J.1hero'
"Why, no,'' she answered. "Which way dicl he go?''
turning slightly pale ..
face.
his
Dart,
"Over that way," said Charlie, pointing out a direction
happened to him," was the reply. "We
hin's
"Somet
contrary to the one Wild ha,cl taken.
him."
find
"Why, I just came in from that way myself. It is real must
'I'he scout TOde up and easily caught the intelligent sorstrange," lied the girl. "I don't see why it was that I
·
rel.
didn't meet him."
"Where 's your master, Spitfire?" he asked.
"Well, you didn't want to see him for anything paJ.'ticuBut the animal could not speak, so there was nothing
lar, dicl you?" spoke up Little, who was just a trifle jealous
gained by the inquiry.
to hear her show so much interest in the handsome young
Of course., Charlie did not suppose there would be, but
fellow.
he could not help asking the horse.
"Oh! certainly not,'' she answered, and them she smiled
It was a sort of relief to him to do it.
sweetly at him again.
"Charlie, we have got to find him, and find him
The girl was certainly a born actress.
quickly," observed Jim.
She was playing the part she had assumed to perfection.
"I reckon we have," was the response.
Bo.th Charlie and Jim had learned to be· pretty good
"And I think the best thing to do is to follow t'he direcstudents of human nature.
tion the robber took when he made his escape yesterday."
But neith~r of them could get anything from the actions
"I reckon that would be ther proper thing to do."
of the girl that betokened that she knew where Wild was.
"Come on, then.'~
When an hour had elapsed after the arrival of Cora Cot"We can't git through there with ther horses."
ton the two could' stand it no longer.
"Well, I'll tell you what we will do. You take the
once.
at
Wild
for
hunt
and
go
to
They decided
horses and go down the trail a little further and then turn
then,
j1\St
walk
a
taking
were
green
in
girl
the
]tittle and
in this way. I'll go on foot."
so they figured on getting away before she was aware of
"All right. I reckon that's a good idea."
what they were up to.
Jim Dart clismo1~nted and turned the bridle-rein of his
They hacl no faith in her, yet they could bring nothing horse over to his companion.
to heT door but that s'he had twice been the me1ans of saving
"l'hon he at once plunged i~to the bushes, holding his
·
Bold Bany from being captured.
revoliver ready for instant use as he did so.
go
a~ he
to
and
,
building
through
hotel
get
to
the
of
way
a
corner
found
the
soon
turned
very
He
As they
and
and
here
up
ed
ride
men
discover
two
coon
saw
he•
they
tion
horses
examina
their
for
close
made a
to the stable
someone
that
d
Hotel..
indicate
Bottom
plainly
Rock
which
the
of
bush,
stop in front
there a broken
One of them was Dick Quartz and the other was a had passed that way recently, as the breaks were quite
fresh.
stranger.
about
ng
somethi
know
Whe111 he had covered about fifty yards the boy came to
might
coyote
mea~ly
"That
a spot where .the gr"uncl was soft and yielding .
Wild," observed Charlie, nodding to Quartz.
'l'hen he saw footprints.
"Yes, I have reason to believe that he is in league with
Jim.
replied
ch,"
"I guess I have struck the right trail," he thought .
stagecoa
the
up
the man who hold
ago.
They waited until the two had entered the hotel, and "More than one man has passed here not very long
Well, I will go right ahead.
then they went and got the~r horses.
Jim Dart had struck thei trail made by the two villains
At the ~uggestion of Charlie they did n,~t come out on
enough.
the street by the front way, but cut across a plot of ground when they conducted our hero to the cave, sure
tmcks,
their
They had not taken any pains to cover
that was pretty well filled with trees and bushes.
conceal
In this way they managed to reach the Denver trail, and thinking that the thick growth of bushes would
prowling
once upon it they rode along on the lookout for Young the way enough to fool anyone who might come
around in search of information.
Wild West.
Once on the trail Jim Dart was pTetty sure to follow it
That he hacl gone to the spot where the holdup had octhe end.
to
curred they wE're certain.
He was well-tutored in woodcraft, and it was easy work
They rode along, very much worried, and :finally t'hey
for him to follow the tracks.
came to the spot.
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Down the slope he went and Roon found himself in the
their horses, laid in wait for me. Well, you can just bet I
h le gulch.
1vill teach the girl in green a lesson for the trick she played
11 ." he found plenty of tracks and the prints of horses' on me."

1iioofa,@

'rhe t1Hcc now looked around and found Wild's belt and
Two minutes hrt:w Jim was peering into the cave where
weapon8 lying in a corner of the cave.
hi,.: c:hum was a prisoncr.
lie quickly took charge of them.
,\~ the boy bel1eld t'he bound form of Young Wild West
The next thing they came across was what was left of
Jw felt like jumping out of his boots.
the wigs ancl beards Dick Quartz had brought there for the
Placing his fingers to his lipR, he blC'w a signal to let
use of Bold Barry.
<'harli<' know which way lo come, and lhen he rushed into
A sudden idea struck Wild when he saw them.
the cave.
"Why can't I disguise myself and give the villains a
"Found!" he cried, and then he lore the gag from our
surprise?" he exclaimed.
hero's mouth and cut him loose.
"I reckon you could do it if anyone could," declared
"Oh! I was confident that you would he along," was Charlie.
Wild'K reply. "But I'll admit it_was rather a tediou wait.
"Here's some clothes over here," said Jim. "Perhaps
I Jiavr been here planty long enough to make me sick 0£ it.
they
may be of some use."
That handkerchief did not laste very well in my mouth
Sure enough there was a pair of trousers and coat lying
and it bothered me from breathing somewhat. Where's
there.
Charlie?"
'l'he girl in green had brought them over to aid her lrns'rhe dashing young Prince of the Saddle was now perband
in di guising himself, so he might come to the town
fectly at 1is ease.
again,
but in his excitement at having changed his appear"Ile is coming. I just whistled to him," replied Jim, as
ance
so
wonderfully, the villain had forgotten all about
he took a look around the cave. "Who captured you,
the
garments.
Wild?"
Wild took a look at them and found that they were a
"W<'ll, the rascal they call Dick Quartz was the one who
did the trick, just as I was going to make prisoners of Bold little too big for bim.
'"J.'hem looks as though they might have belonged to ther
JJarry, the outlaw, and the girl in green."
landlord of tl1er ·w elcome Inn," said Charlil'.
"Ah! She had a hand in it, then?"
The scout did not know that he had hit the mark ex"Yes. See that hole there?"
actly when he said this, for lhat was wiie•re they had been
.Jim nodded.
"That waR to be iuy gravr. By a lucky streak Bold taken from.
Young Wild West quickly put on the coat and trousers
Barry got it in 1is head to disguise himself and go to Silover
his hunting-suit.
ver Plume before they finis'hed me."
1
'l ben he let ,Jim bunch up his long hair and tie it so it
"We saw them come in just before we lefL the hotel,
hen."
would not come down.
"Bold Barry had his mustache shaved off and wore a
He put on ihe biggest wig of the lot, after first finding
·i.!?."
that it was all right, as far as cleanliness went.
"Yes, neither of us recognized him. Well, Wild, that
"You look different already, Wild,'' said the scout, with
irl in green deserves to be sent up for life. I am satisfied a grin. "But jest wait till ou git these whiskers on!"
hat she is one of the worst 0£ her sex that ever breathed."
When the beard had'been fastened on the boy's partners
"I am. too, Jim."
could not help laughing.
_\.t this juncture Cheyenne Charlie came in sight with
He looked like a prospector in hard luck, for the clothes
he horses.
were considerable 1.he worse for wear and the wig and beard
When he found that they were alone there 'he dis- looked rather unkempt.
nounted and listened attentively to Wild's recital of his
"Now, then, jest shove ther top of your hat up an' bend
apture and what followed it.
clown 1.her rim, nn' you'll do, I reckon,'' observed Charlie.
"We're mighty lucky to have found you!" declared the
This was done aud then Young Wild West went a:nd did
·cout. "It waf' .Jim who done it, fur I would never have what he had seen Bold Bany do-be looked at his reflecot here with ther/ horses if I hadn't heard him whistle. tion in the brook.
t's a regular net-work of blind trails comin' through over
"I guess it is all right,'' he said, with a laugh. "I will
here. I reckon ther villains must ride through tl1er brook give the two villains and that girl the surprise of their life
o git in an' out."
before they are many hours older."
J
"Quite likely," replied Wild. "I don't know, as I was
He took a look around, and finally his eyes rested upon
rought here hy a short cut-the way Jim came, I guess. a jutting point of earth and rock above the mouth of the
hey did not have their horses out on the trail wl1en I was cave.
ptured; that i8, the men did not. They no doubt found
"If we could loosen the dirt up there we could create a
t I was pursuing them, and after they had put away slide that would bury this place," he said. "Then
when
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Bold Barry comes back he will think I have been buried on, but give me a chance to get in town, say half an ho·ar
1
ahead o.f you."
alive."
1
"Well, I reckon we _kin do it," answcreu the scout, and 1 . "~hen you are not going to lel us .i,~trodu.lc;):0'Ll"fu th'
girl m green as her long-lost brother? ~ aslreu Jim.
he was soon making h1s way upward.
"I think we had better leave t'hai, until a little late'r, if
Wild and Jim got well out 0£ the way.
It does not take a great deal to create a landslide in w~ do it. I have an idea th~l it wi~l be best to leit them
Uunk they have got cverylhmg their own way and haul
come places, as Charlie knew.
1
And in le::>s than ten minutes he had accompli::>hed wfrnt · them to the round turn at the last."
''Just as you say, Wild."
he wanted to.
"Well, we will try it this way, then. I will go op ahead,
About twenty tons of loosened eaxth came down, comand it may be that I will have a little fun in this makeup.
pletcly burying the mouth of the cave.
I am going to play the part £or all I am worth."
"Well, go ahead, then."
Young Wild West rode off in hi::> disguise, and then his
two partner::> followed at a slower pace.
CHAP'TER X.
It was long past noon when Wild reached Silver Pluroe1
and as he really wai:; hungry, l1e thought he would play
WILD I~ DISGUISE.
the part oi a half-starved man without money, and see how
it would work.
had
we
if
"That couldn't have been done any better
/
He brought his horse to a halt in the middle of the
worked an hour to bring it about," said Young Wild West,
as the dirt came down and effech1ally covered the entrance street and looked from one to another o.f the three hotels
as though he was undecided which one he should try.
to the cave.
Just as he had about decided lo go to the ·welcome. Inn
retorted
it,"
do
to
how
"I reckon I knowed jest about
door of the Rock Bottom opened and Dick Quartz came
the
call
they
as
Barry,
Bold
Cheyenne Uharlie. "Now, then, if
out.
surprised."
little
him, gits back here he'll be a
"Hello there, stranger!" the villain called out. "What's
"Well~we want to let him come back here, as I am sattrouble?"
tber
isfied now that he intends to hold up the stagecoach to"Lots of trouble," replied Wild, changing his voice a"
morrow when it comes along. 1 heard the girl in green tell
well as he could. "I am in ther hardest kind of luck. I'm
'
him not to forget about it."
"I suppose it would be a good idea to let them go to the , hungry an' ain't got a dollar in my "pocket."
"Ha, ha, ha!" laughed Quartz, as tliough it was a great
end of their rope, and then haul them all to together,"
joke. "Then I guess you needn't bother about eomin' into
spoke up Jim Dart.
pla.ce. We don't lake people here who ain't got no
this
"Yes, that'tl my idea. I just \rnnt to show that girl that 1
money."
·
shall
I
s'be can make a mistake, as well as anyone else.
"I reckav you. must be a set of hogs, then," retorted
never forget the look of triumph she cast at me when she
rode away and le.£t me in the power of the two villains. I Wild.
"Look out _how you talk, stranger, or I might take 1
She acted as crnel_ and heartless as a_ny man I e~·er meL It
to pull you oil your hor~e and kick you around ·
notion
she
and
eXJst,
could
girl
a
such
hardly seems pos::>1ble that
bit!"
that."
is
she
if
eighteen,
than
is not more
"See here, my friend, I'm about hall-starved, hut
"Well, I reckon it takes all kinds of folks to make a
reckon it don't lay in yonl' boots to kick me around any.
world," said Charlie. "She's one of their kinds."
The three now mounted their horses and followed the I've whipped more'n a hundred sich .fellers as you in m
lifetime, an' I'm only forly-cight now."
trail to the brook and entered it.
As he said this our hero slid off 'his horse rather awk
the
upon
out
came
Then it was not long before they
wardly and advanced threateningly toward Quar!Yl.
frail.
Then the door opened and those inside the place ca
Once here they came to a halt to ~ettle on a plan of acpouring out to see the fun.
tion.
Wild was just itching to get hold of the villain, anyhow
our
said
Charlie,"
horse,
yom:
"I guess I had better take
he did not want to do anything that would give h"
but
as
away,
me
give
hero. "It might be that Spitfire would
for all that.
away,
There
Plume.
Silver
at
seen
have
I
sorrel
he is the only
advanced Tight up to him, and thoo, with a quic
Re
are plenty of bays there, ,you know."
"All right," answered the scout. "We'll make ther move, dove down and caught Quartz about the ankles.
l A quick jerk and the man landed on his head with
change, then.''
thud, seeing stars as he fell.
This was soon done.
1'hen the disg11ised boy began kicking him about
stranger
a
am
I
out
"Now, I will go on ahead and make
he was a rubber ball, and when Quartz finallv•
though
follow
"You
wl10 has been in hard luck," observed Wild.
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c, vered ·from his surprise and drew his revolv
er he kicked
They sat down and our hero told his partners of his
enit rom bis hand.
' counter with Dick Quartz and how he had surprised
them
" .reckon you've got enough, you contemptible galoo
t!" all.
~ried W\ld. keeping up the way he had started in
to speak.
"Well, what's goin' to be ther next; nove ?" asked Chey"Now , I'm go~ try this place across ther street
an' see enne Charlie, after a pause.
if they'll give me somt• hin' to eat."
"We had better remain quiet, unless something
turns
He got on the other side before Quartz regained his
feet, up, till the stagecoach comes along to-morrow,
"
answered
and with the roars of laugh ter th..;. rame from the
crowd Wild. ''I want to arrange it so I can be in
the outfit when
of men ringing in his ears, he hitched his horse to
a tree the holdup takes place, if I can."
and walked in past the men who bad come out to se0
what
"You , n do that quite easy," remarked Jim. "We
can
was going on.
all ride about fiffoeJJ miles to-morrow morning and
meet
"How i.bout it, stran ger?" he said to the lantllord.
"Kin the stage. 'rhen you could get inside and we
could follow
have something to eat without any money?"
along with your horse."
"I calculate you kin," was the quick reply. "I never
/
"I guess we will do it that way. You could be pretty
fused a hungry pefson yet, an' I don't think I ever
will. close behind and w'hcn the fun, starts you could
come up
Iy! but you just sarved that feller right across ther
street. and take a hand in it, if it was necessary."
e ain't no good, anyhow, an' I'm glad that you used
him
This plan of action having been decided upon, Wild
reike you did. You're putty supple fur a man of your
age." mained preitty quiet for the balance of the
day.
"0! I ain't forgot how lo handle myself. It migh t
sound
At supper he sat nearly opposite the girl in green
, and
ike braggin', but I ain't never yet met ther man I _c
ouldn 't he smiled softly lo himself when he found
bow
easily
he
andle in a wrastlin' bout. "
was fooling her.
Those who had seqp him handle Dick Quartz so
easily
But he did not talk very much, as be did not want
to do
ere ready lo believe that he was cl good one at the
game. anything that vrnuld give him away.
"You ought lo tackle Young Wild West in.A friend
ly
Jacob Little was just as attentive as ever to the schem
out," said the proprietor. "He's about ther best
we've ing adventuress nnd he took great pains to
wait upon her.
ver seen in Silver Plum e."
"Tha t gal is a. ~he-fiend if there ever was one,"
said
"You ng Wild West, did you say?" spoke up the
dis- Cheyenne Charlie, after supper.
11i12ed boy, affecting great surprise. "Why , I know
'him.
"Tha t is quite true," retorted Wild. "She thinks
I was
've tackled him nt wrestiin', an' he says that I'm
ther put to death before this, but it doesn't seem
to
affect
her
nly one. what could handle him. He ain't aroun
d here, in the least. Murder would be nothing to
her."
he?"
"I suppose she would have kept on asking abou you if
"We expect him to come in almost at any timei now.'
'
we hadn 't given it out that you must have gone
to Den•
"Well, I wish he'd come, for I know he'll stake me
with ver," observed Jim. "She thinks Charlie and
I
have
that
l ther money I w~t. Ile's my friend, he is, an' so's
his opinion, and she no doubt is laughing in her sleeve
at our
rds."
~
mistaken idea."
The landl otd, who was completely deceived, act,ed
as
As no one had taken notice of the fact that Charlie
had
ough he did not believe this.
been mounted on Wild's horse when they came
in, our
But he took the supposed stranger into the kitchen
and friends had things just about right.
ve him a good meal.
They could ·easily have :finished up the business
that
Wild was just getti11g up from the table whe<n Cheye
nne afternoon, but our hero felt that there ought to
be a grand
arlie and .Jim Dart rode np to the door.
climax to thE: whole thing, just to set it off right.
Ile came out into tlw bar-room juRt as they came
in.
That evening Charlie and Jim took a walk around
and
"Why, hello, pards!" he cried, rushing over to lhem
and entered the other two hotels.
"zing each by a hand. "WheTe's Young Wild We
t ?"
Bold Barry and Dick Quartz we1re in the back room
of
"Tha t's what we'd like to know," retorted the scout.
the Rock Bottom, and they were having a good time
with
ho migh t you be, anyhow? Seems to me I've seen
you some boon companions they had joined in with.
fore, too." ,
The two villains left the places shortly after midn
ight,
"I reckon you've Reen me Joh; of times over in Weston.
and our friends saw them when they went from the
window
t 1 didn't have these whiskers then. ''
of their room in the house across the street.
"Oh! I remember yon now. You look as though you'v
"The y'll have to hunt up another cave to sleep
e
in, I
n in hard 1uck."
reckon," chuckled the scout. "Won 't they be surpri
sed
'Hard luck ain't no name fur it, pard. I'm dead broke when they git out there an' find
."
that ther cave-in, has cov'Take care of ther man fur a couple of days an'
we'll ered up everything."
ther bill," said the scout, turni ng to the proprietor.
"You ng Wild West, included," spoke up our hero.
All right ,'' was the reply. "Je$t as you say."
"Yes! Oh, but won't they be surprised when they
wake
im went into fhe back room, where there was no
one up to-morrow and find it is all but a dream!" exclaimed
ng at the time, and Charlie and Wild followed "him.
Jim.
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She was enveloped in the big green cloak she had wo}''
"Then you think they are about ther same as someone
when she met her husband in the Tear of the Welcome -!,trn,
asleep an' dreamin' now?" said Charlie.
in the darkness it made her look like a black shtctow.
but
before
appears
"Yes. They will wake up when Wild
have been waiting over an hour to see you go," sh~
"I
them in the stagecoach."
1
/"':. / ' ·
"Is everyfhing all right?"
said.
The next morning Wild carefully adjusted his disguise
"As fine as silk," replied her husb1111d.
and came into the dining-room after everyone had been
"What did you do to Young Wild West?"
seated.
"Left him in the cave bound and gagged, with his grave
"Momin', everybody," he said. "Young Wild West
ain't showed up yet, eh?" and he directed 'his gaze to Char- partly dug right at ub feet."
"You did not finish him, then?"
lie and Jim.
idea
"No."
an
have
we
"But
latter.
the
replied
"Not yet,"
he should manage to c cape in some way be"Suppose
that
likely
is
It
stagecoach.
that he will ride over in the
back?"
get
you
fore
Barry
Bold
that
possible
he will do this, as he may think it
"That is out of the question. He was tied too tightly
will attempt to hold it up again."
"That's nonsense !" spoke up Jacob Little. "You don't for that. Why, he was bound to a boulder that weighs
::;'pose that man will attempt to bother with the stagecoach over four hundred pounds, and he was gagged so he
very soon again, do you? Why, the chances are that he is couldn't utter a sound. Ile will be there when we get
back. What do his partners think about his absence?"
miles away from here!"
"They think he has gone to Denver. He must have had
"That is what I think," said the girl in green.
"Well, he may be miles away from here," retorted the ~omc idea of going theTe."
"Good! Let them think that way. Now, to-morrow
scout, "but not a great many, I reckon."
Cora
robber?"
the
about
something
"You seem to know
when we \ 1lcl up the stage coach we may have a pretty
.
tough time oi' it. The clrivcr will be on his guard, from
Cotton' said questioningly
judge,
of
sort
a
I'm
"Not much," was the reply. "But
what happened yesterday.
"Ile will until after he gets to the place where the hold, you know. I've had dealin's with jest such Iellers as l3old
Barry, an' I know about what they do."
up occurred. After that he will get more an' more off his"Well, I hope nothing happens to the stagecoach this guard. It must not be don13 there, you know. You mw:;t
trip," said Little, looking at the girl at his side. "I might hold up the outfit not more than five miles out of town. 1
lose by it if it was robbed, eh, Cora?"
You'll find an excellent place to do it around there."
"Yes," she an$wered. "But have no fear on that score.
"All right, Cora; it shall be :inst as you say."
I don't believe th~re is the least c~anger."
"But you must be very careful, Barry."
After breakfast Wild walked out into the bar-room and
"Oh! you can bet I will be careful, sweetheart."
Denver.
foT
start
to
going
was
he
that
announced
"And make sure that Young Wild West i clispo ed of as
to
said
e
h
'
hospitality,"
your
fur
fellers
"I thank you
soon as you get to the cave."
Charlie, Jim and the landlord. "I reckon I 'll be able to
"We'll soon put ther finishin' touches to him," spoke up
time."
pay yo11 back some
Dick Quartz. "Don't be alarmed about him. His friends
be
would
they
did
They all assured him that if he n'ever
will never see him ag'in, alive or dead'!"
just as well satisfied.
"Good!"
A couple of minutes later he went out to the stable, Jim
"How is the rich old fool coming on, Cora?" asked Bold
going with him.
arry, after a pause.
Wiid mounted the sorrel and took a short cut so he
"Oh! I cannot tolerate his nonsClllse much lon ger. I am
would not be seen on the streert.
so disgusted with him that I will be glad when it is over!"
Then Jim went back to the hotel and informed the land"Have you made up your mind how you are going to
lord that he had chosen to go that way.
quit him?"
"Not exactly. But when he finds that the money he
"A curious feller, he was," observed thei landlord. "He
must
e
H
too.
wear,
to
used
I
one
like
jest
had on a coat
sent for has been 8tolen on the way over he will go on oo
got
I
wherei
place
same
ther
at
Denver
in
that I will make out that I am disgusted with him-which ·
have bought it
mine, I reckon."
I am, of course-and then it will be easy for me to throw
him aside."
"Well, you know how to do it all right. But wouldn't
CHAPTER XI.
it be a good idea to get hold of what money he has about
A TRULY WONDERFUL SCHEME.
him and the diamond he wears in his shirt bosom?"
"Oh! I expect to do that. I would be a fool to let him
When Bold Barry and Dick Quartz left the Rock Bottom
Hotel they rode to the outskirts of the mining camp and go before I had everything of value he has, wouldn't I?"
The girl laughed coldly and Dick Quartz shrugged his
then came to a halt and dismounted.
They were not heTe more than ten minutes when the girl shoulders.
It was evident that he had a certain fear of lier.
in green ap1warefl.
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'T.b~y waited until a little before eleven o'clock, and
"Well, go on, then. My partners will be within a stone's
then Dart-:st~rted a fire and the pota.ioes were put on the throw of
the rig all t)ie time, and when they hear me shoot
coals as soon as lt-.wae. bm~ down sufficient.
they will be upon the spot in a jiffy. Now, you under' ' Then the birds were spitted and~oon the odor that filled stand?"
the air in that immediate neighborhood was quite sufficient
"Yes, sir."
,. to remind a person that it was getting along toward dinner"Go, then!"
time.
Wild got into the vehicle and away went the four horses,
While this was going on Young Wild West removed his the driver
cracking the whip as though he had no more
disguise and rolled up the false beard and wig inside, the notion
of meeting road agents than 'he had of seeing an
coat and trousers, tying the bundle behind his saddle.
elephant coming down the trail.
"I guess I am done playing the part of a. stranded prosThe three passengers were all strangers on their way to
pector," he remarked. "I am going to be. Young Wild
the gold mines of the region that Silver Plume had sprung
West now."
out o.f.
Jim cooked the eatables to a turn, and when they were
They looked at Young Wild West admiringly as he took
pronounced ready by him the three ate a hearty meal.
his
seat among them and at once began to chat with him.
By this time the stagecoael1 was almost due at that point
Wild
could always hol<l. his own at conversing, and he
and they got ready for it.
,
In about ten minutes they heard the rumbling of wheels soon got them interested in the recital of how he had been
captured by the road agents through the instrum,entality
and then the outfit came in sight.
When Zeb Blake, the driver, saw the\ three 'horsemen in of t'he girl in green and how he had been found and resthe middle of the road waiting for him he showed signs of cued by his two partners.
He told them the story just as it had happened, and
alarm.
/
they
acted rather uneasy when he said that
But as soon as he recognized them he called o~t a cheery
the girl in
green was in Silver Plume ~nd the two villains were at
hello and came to a ·halt.
"I am going to ride over to Silver Plume with you," said large.
"Suppose they were to hold us up before we get into t11e
Wild, as he dismounted and turned the bridle-rein of his
town?" said one.
horse over to Charlie.
"That is just what I expect they will do," answered our
"What 's ther matter, Mr. West-a nythin g wrong?"
hero, coming to the conclusion that it would be best to let
asked the driver.
There were but three passengers in the stagecoach and them know what was going on, after all."
.
"You do?" they cried in unison.
they were peering out as though they though t something
was wrong, especially as they had heard the driver ask the
"Yes, that is why I got in the stagecoach with you."
question.
"Won' t we be liable to lose our lives?" asked one.
"No! If we are held up you fellows just sit still and
"No, there is nothing wrong," said Wild, speaking so
all could hear him. "I want to ride over with you just say nothing. Are you armed? ''
They all said they had revolvers.
to give someone a surprise. when we get to Silver Plume.
There is a party over there W'ho put up a job to have me
"Well, don't any of you fire a shot till I tell you to,
put out of the way, but I escaped, and now I want to show then. You see, this Bold Barry has got away
from me.
up rather sudden, you know."
twice after I had him dead to rights. He is my meat, as
Then he got up close to the driver and added in a whis- they say out here, and I am going to take
him singleper:
handed, dead or alive. That is how it stands."
"Yon have got five thousand dollars in gold from the
"All right," they said, but they ·au appeared to be rather
hank in Denver, which you are to deliver to Jacob Little - nervous.
·s that right?"
However, they had covered about five miles of t'he di s"Yes," answered the driver, wonderingly.
t~nce to Silver Plume by this time and they would
not
'"Well , Bold Barry and the fellow known as Dick Quartz have much longer to wait.
ave planned to hold you up and take it from you. That
Young Wild West naturally supposed that they would
's the reason I want to ride over ' with you. Now, keep be tackled at the spot where the previou
s holdup had taken
Wl! There is no need of letting the passengers know place, or near it; but when the place
was passed and there
nything about it. There won't be any danger, I'll guar- were 'no signs of the villains, he did
not give up hopes of
ntee that."
meeting tMm.
"All right, Mr. West. Are you goin' to ride on top or
The driver did, though, and he began whistling and
nside?"
cracking his whip as they got nearer to the mining camp.
"I'll get inside. When they show up just stop the
On the alert all the time, Wild waited.
orses and throw up your hands; I'll do the resL"
Presently the outfit reached the spot where the villains
"I believe you will, sir, fur I seen what you done ther were lying
in wait.
fay before yi~terrlay."
""
Then all of a sudden the leafler8 were pulled up and the
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cai~e
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to a .stop so suddenly that
sfagecoach
he.
the girl m green m the grasp of Cheyenne C11ar
were throw n f1om their seats.
she saw
when
S'he ceased her struggle:; ..to ..g~ away
"Tak e it easy, gentlemen!" exclaimed Youn g Wild West,
said:
eyes,
vehicle. Wild, and, looking him sqnarely in the
and then he opened the door and spran g out oI the
satisfied."
are
you
hope
I
West,
Wild
g
Youn
''Wel l,
ing the
Two mask'ed men stood before the hon;e " cover
reply.
i.he
"I am!" was
drive r with revolvers.
'l'hen he turne d to Charlie and added :
a
in
West,
Wild
g
"Dro p your shooters!" cried Youn
"
"Tie her securely and place her in the stagecoach.
ringin g tone. "Dro p the:m, or I will fire!"
es.
minut
few
very
1"his was done in a
sed at
Bold Barry and Dick Quartz were so much surpri
up and
The11 the wounded Dick Quartz was picked
the
in
buried
the appearance of the boy they thoug ht was
body
the
got
and
over
went
the space placed in it, after whic11 they
cave that they were unable to make a move for
of Bold Barry .
of a second.
g Wild
"Now , then, driv~r, go ahead !" called out Youn
Dick Quartz was the first to regain his senses.
gettin g into
and West. "You will be a few minuteii. late in
With a quick move he jump ed behin d his companion
time. "
Silver Plum e, but 1 gue s it has paid to lose the
then he fired a shot at our hero.
"l ree:kon >'O , Youn g Wild West, " waR the reply.
was all
The bullet hit the door of the coach, but that
ers
Off rolled the lumb ering Ychide, Wild and his partn
the harm it did.
ed riding alongside it.
Wild fired, and as t'he villain's shoulder was expos
Little
When they got into the town they found Jacob
·
from behin d his companion, it got the bullet.
been
had
he
that
fact
the
there at the Welcome Inn bewailing
Down went the man, leaving Bold Barry stand ing
.
found
be
not
could
robbed and that the girl in green
like a statue.
d
learne
He was a very much surprised man when he
the
"Do you surre:ader, or must I shoot you down like
ng to- what had happened.
dog that you are?" cried Youn g Wild " 'e ,t, starti
ry, toBut he was a glad one when his money and jewel
ed.
ward the robber and keeping him cover
er bank, were
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No. 31. HOW '1'0 BEC0l \Illi A SPEA~Elt,..
-C ontarn ing folll·,>s
o. U. THE BOYS OF NEW YORK END
teen illustr ations, giving the differe nt
MEJN'
S
JOKE
positio
ns
requis
OOK. --Oon tainin g a great variety
ite to beco .,
the latest jokes used by the a good speake r, reader and elocu lion ist. Also contai ning
<Ost famou s end men. No amate ur of
gems frO!lil
minstr els is compl ete withou t all the popu lar author s of prose and poetry
,
arrang
ed
·is wonde rful little book.
in the mM'4
simple and concise man11er possible.
cNo, 42. THE BOYS OI<' l\EW YORK STUM
No. 40. HOW TO DEBA 'l'E.-O iving rules for
P SPEA KER. •;ontai ning a varied assort ment
condu cting ~
stump speeches, Negro, Dutch bates, outline s for debates, questio ns for discuss
· nd Irish. Also end men's jokes. ofJust
and the btli!I: .
the thing for home amuse - source s for procur ing inform ation on the questio nsion,
given.
".lPot and amate ur shows.
1
, 0. 45. TIIill BOYS OF'
SOC IETY
NEJW YORK MINS TREL GUIDEJ
~ ~·D JOKEJ BOOK .-Som ething
,
new and very instruc tive. Every I No. 3. ~OW
•
.
.
)Oy should obtain this book, as it contai
TO
!J'L~
RT.-f
he arts. and wiles ~f fhrtat1.on '-" l
r anizin g an amate ur minst 1·el troupe . ns full instruc tions for or- fully exp l8:med by this httle. h?ok. . Besides the
van_ous !Deth_oda •..
ha_ndkerch1ef" fan, glove, paraso l, wrndow. and hat
11\o. 65. MULD OON' S JOKE JS.-T his is one of
flirtati on, 1~ co'!ll;
the most origina l !.ams a _full list of the langua
oke books ever publis hed, and it is bl"imfu
ge
and
sentim
ent
of
flowers, which A.
l
of
wit
and humor. It m.terestrng to everybody, both
~on tains a large collection of songs, jokes,
old and young. You canno t be hap~if
conun drums , etc., of withou t one.
Terren ce Muldoon, the great wit, humor ist and
•
•
1
;he day. Every boy who can enjoy a good substapractic al joker of . No. 4. II.OW ,TO DAN91
:D
1s t~e title of a ne"'. and ha_ndsom >
ntial joke should li;ttle !Jook Jus.t issued ~Y Fr11;nk
btain a copy immed iately.
'Iou.sey
. It c~ntams full mstrn>P
t10ns 10 the ai t of danc~ng, ~t1quette 10 ~he
:No. 79. HOW TO BECOMEJ AN ACTO R.-Co
ball.room and at part! 'i\,
ntaini ng com- how .to dress, and full d1rect1
~lete· instruc tions how to make up for variou
ons
for
callmg
off mall popula r squ&l' J
~tage; togeth er with the duties of the Stage s charac ters on the dan~es ."
,
.
,Jcenfo Artist and Prope rty Man. By a promi Manag er, Promp ter, , .0 '. '?· HOW
MAI~!\) LOVE1 . -A C?mplete guide
nent St:ige Manag er. courtsl11p and ma!ria ge,
t? lo1';..
'i:fo. 80. GUS WILL IAMS ' JOKE BOOK .--Oon
givmg. sensihle !1dv1ce, .rules !ind et1que
~,1
tainin
g
the lat- t~ b obse rved. with many curiou s and
"t jokes, anecdo tes and funny stories of this worldmteres
tmg
thmgs
not
~'il->
renow
ned and eia;ly knowHnO.
,ver popula r Germa n comed ian. Sixty- four
'l'O
ESS
. .
pages; handsome
.
.No. l'.· . W
.olored cover contai ning a half-to ne photo of
DU,.• . -Cont am1ng full .mstruc tl~n.
the author .
In Ur~
art o~ dressm g and appea.11ng well
at home and abroad , givmg tfA ,
selections of colors, materi
al, and how to have them made up.
No. 18 HOW TO Bl<"JCOl\fE HF:A
HOU SEK EEP ING.
UTIFU I,.-On e of tll''
No. 16. HOW TO KEEP A WI DOW
est and most valnah le li tt le books ever
E •.-.Con tainin g bright
given to the worh\,
11 instruc tions for constr ucting a windo wGARD
Everyb
ody
wishes
to
know
how
to
hecome
beautf ful, both male an{]
either iu town female. The
i r couutr y, and the most approv ed methods garden
secret
is
simple
,
and
almost
for
costles
raising
s. Read this ~!\!
beauti ful
'iowers at home. The most compl ete book of
the kind ever pub- and be convinced how to ':>ecome beauti ful.
s~d.
o. 30. now TO COOK . -Onc
BIRD S AND ANIM ALS .
t he most Instru ctive books
.,, ~ooking ever publis hed. It contaiof
No. 7. IIOW TO KEEP BIRD S. -IIand somely
ns recipes for cooking meats,
ated H 'I
h, game and oyster s; also pies, puddiu
contai
ning
full instruc tions for the manag ement and Illustr
gs, cakes and all kinds of
trainin g of t
~try, and a grand collect ion of recipes
by one of our most popula r canary , mockini::bil'(l, bobolink. blackbird, paroqu et, parrot , etc.
oks.
No. 3fl. now TO RAIS E DOGS , POUL TRY,
PIGEO NS AN!CD
"o. 37. now TO KEEP IIOUS E.-lt
ITR.- A useful and instruc tive book. Hands
ns Inform ation for RABB
omely illn,.,.
rybody, boys, girls, men and womr n; itcontai
trated.
By lra Drofra w.
will
teach
you
how
to
ke almos t anythi ng around the house, such as
No. 40. HOW .TO 1\1.AKE AND SET TRAP S.-Inc
parlor
ornam
ents,
luding
hin•~..J
ckets, cemen ts, Aeolia n harps, and bird lime for
on how to catch moles, ~·easels, otter, rats,
catchi ng birds. Also
ls and birdol.
bow to cu re skins. Copiously illustr ated. squirre
By J. Harrin gWii
Keene .
ELEC TRIC AL.
-o. 46. HOW TO MAK E AND USE EJLE CTRI
No. 50. HOW TO S'rUF F BIRD S A:ND ANil\
CITY
IALS .-A vafo1
.-A
de·
lption of the wondel"ful uses of electri
':.ook, giving instruc tions in
and electro magne tism ; aahb
ing, prepar ing, mountl11.11
.-ther with full instru ctions for makincity
ud preser ving birds, anima ls and collect
g
insects
Electr
.
ic
Toys,
Batter ies,
c. By Georg e '!.'rebel, A. 1\1., M. D. Conta
No. 54. HOW TO KEEP AND MANA GE PETS
ining over fifty ii· plet·e
.-Giv ing co11i.·
·btrations.
inform ation as to the manne
method of raising , kecpin
. -o. 6!. HOW TO l\IAKill ELEC TRIC AL MAC
taming, breedi ng and manag ing allr and
kinds
of pets; also giving fa.'.i
IIINE S.-Co n instruc tions for
,ining full directi ons for makin g electri cal machin
makin g cages, etc. Fully explai ned
es, induct ion
by twent;r·
>1 , dynam os, and many novel
toys to be worked by electri city. eight illustr ations, makin g it the most complete book of the kb,i'
ly Il. A. R. Benne t. Fully illustr ated.
C?ver published.
~o . 67. IIOW TO DO ELEC TRIC
AL TRIC KS.-C onta!n ing ~
uge collect ion of instruc tive and highly
MISC ELLA NEO US.
amusi ng electri cal tricks,
'o. 8. HOW TO BECO ME A SCIE NTIS T.-A
~ogether with illustr ations .
By A. Ander son.
useful and ;. ,
st1·uctive book, giving a complete treatis e on
chemi stry: also tn
perime nts in acoust ics, mechanics, mathe matics
ENT ERT AINM ENT .
,
chemis
a,n;l
directi ons for
g fireworks, colored fires and gas try,
' c. 9. now TO BEC01 \1E A
balloon"l .
RILO QUIS T. By Ilarry This book cannomakin
t be eq ualed.
Kennedy. The secret given away. VENT
Every
intelli
gent
boy
readin
No. 14. IIOW 'J'O MAKE CAND Y.-A compl
g
chis book of instruc tious, by a practic profes sor
ete handbook i.,.
(deligh ting multi- makin g all kinds of randy,
<.ndes f!Very night with his wonde rfulal imitat
ire cream,
, essences, etc. etc.
can maste r the
No. 19. FRAN K TOUS EY'S LJNITsyrups
rt, alld create any amoun t of fun for himself ions),
ED
ST.AT
ES DISTA N('j1t;1
and
s:reatest book ever publis hed, and there's million friends . It is the TABL ES, POCK ET COMP ANIO N AND GUID E.-Gi
ving t'k
(of fun) in it.
official distanc es on all the railroa ds of the
'\('. 20. IIOW TO ENTE RTAI N AN EVENs.IN'G
United States anerr 'ahab le little book just publish ed. A comple PART Y.-A Canad a. Also table of distanc es by water to foreign ports,
h11.~•
•mes, sports , card diversions, comic recitat ions,te compendium fares in the princip al cilies, report s of the census, etc., etc., makl~
"
o
or 01· drawin g-room entert ainme nt It contai ns etc., suitab le it one of the most compl ete and handy books published.
more
for
the
o. 38. now TO BECO?llill YOUR OWN DOCT
or" than any book publis hed.
OR.-A
W
Oa•
derful
book, contai
Xo. 35. IlOW TO PLAY GAM ES.-A com;:ile
useful and practic al inform~tion
t! •
te and useful little treatm ent of ordinaning
:iook, "Ontai ning the rules and regula
ry diseases and ailmen ts common to ine'1:e'l",.
tions of billiards, bagate lle, family. Aboun
~!lck 1rnmm on, croque t, dominoes,
ding
in
useful
and effective recipes for genera l cc'1f1·
etc.
plaints .
'o. 3G. IIOW TO SOLV E CON NDRU l\iS.-C
No. 55. HOW TO
ading conun drums of the day, amusi ng riddles, ontain ing all
ECT STAM PS AND COIN S.-Co iil
curiou s catche s taining valuab le informCOLL
itty saying s.
ation regard
the collecting and arrang h11•.1
of stamp s and coins. llands omelying
No. 52. IIOW TO PLAY CARD S.-.A comple
illustr ated.
te and handy little
No. li8. IIOW '1'0 BID A DE'l'E CTIV E.-By
3ook, giving the rules and full directi ons for playin
Old King BradJ'
g Euchre , Crib- the world~age, Casino , Forty- five, Rounc e,
detective. In which be lays down some
Sancho, Draw Poker, an,d sensibknown
valuablf'
le rules for beginners, and also relates
in<'tio n Pitc>h, All !<'ou rs rrnd many Pedro
other popula r games of cards. and experi
some adven tur .
ences of well-known detectives.
•c 66. IIOW TO DO PUZZ LES.- Conta
ining
over
three
b.unNo. 60. HOW TO BECO ME A PHOT OGRA
&reu interes ting _puzzl es and conun drums with
.-Con ta .
omple te book, Fully illustr ated. By A. Ander key to same A ing useful inform ation regard ing the Camer a and PnER
son.
also how to make Photog raphic l\Jagic Lanter how to work It i
n
Slides
and otb '
Trans parenc ies. Hands omely illustr ated. By
ETIQ UET TE.
Capta in W. De V'1'
Abney.
~ o. 13. ~ow TO DO IT; OR, BOOK
OF
ETIQ
UEJT
TEJ.-I
No. 62. HOW TO
t
great life secret, and one that every young man
ME A WEST POIN T MILIT AR:i!:
desires to know CADE T.-Co ntaini ni:: BECO
about. There' s happin ess in it.
full explan ations how J;o gain admittanCG;i.
conrse
of
Study,
Exami
lo. 33. HOW TO BEIIA VE. -Cont aining the
nation Duties , Staff of Officers, POIS'I
rules and eti- Guard , Policl' Regula tions, Fires,Depar
tte of good society and the easies t and most approv
tment, and all a boy shoui~
ed methods know to be a Cadet. CompilPd and writte
ippear ing to good arlvan tage at parties
n by Lu Senare na, autlir ;.
, balls, the theatre , church of "How to Become a Naval
In the drawin g-room .
Cadet. "
·No. G3. IIOW '.l'O BECO ME A NAVA L CADE
struc>tions of how to gain admission to the T.-Co mplet e 11..~
DEC LAM ATIO N .
.Annapoll1 Nayg1
Acade my. Also contai ning the course
-o. 27 HOW TO RECI TE AND BOOK OF
of Instruc tion, deacrlp ti
RECI TATI ONS. of ground s and
ntainl ng the most popula r selecti ons in use, compr
buildin
gs,
histor
kal
sketch
,
and
eveq~hinr
ising Dntf'h should know to become an
ct, Frenc h dialect , Yanke
offi<'er in the Unite-.! Statea N&!1· a 1wi7
· mu7 t.t.Ldu d readin gs e and Irish dialec t pieces, togeth er riled and writte n by Lu Senare ns,
author •f "How t;., :S~
West Point Milita ry Cadet. "
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